2,053 Texas members of SumOfUs ask Dallas County Commissioners to:

“Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.”
September 8, 2014

Commissioners Court
411 Elm St.,
Dallas, TX 75202

Dear Members of the Dallas County Commissioners Court,

Please find enclosed 2,053 public comments from our members in Texas urging you to reject the proposed contract with Securus. Our members urge you to vote against this contract that would ban in-person visiting at the jail and instead require families to purchase expensive video visits.

SumOfUs is a global corporate accountability organization with more than 5 million members around the world. Last year, the Federal Communications Commission cited our organizing as a reason why that agency has taken action to regulate the high rates of inter-state calls. Reducing some of the costs of calling home was a huge victory for families, but we were dismayed to see the industry’s shift into the currently unregulated and equally exploitative video visitation market, and then disturbed to learn that your county was considering a contract that would actually ban in-person visits. This is a step in entirely the wrong direction.

We quickly told just a portion of our Texas membership about your proposed contract, and in less than 12 hours collected 2,053 petitions which we present to you here. The vast majority of the petitions are from Texas residents, but, as you will notice, some of our members were so outraged that they shared our Texas petition with their friends and families in other states and countries.

On the petition, we gave our members the opportunity to explain why they were signing the petition, and we reprint 310 of those comments in larger print.

On behalf of the Texas membership of SumOfUs, I urge you to vote against this contract. Put it out to bid again to solicit a contract that would put the interests of Dallas County and Dallas families above the interests of Securus.

Sincerely,

s/n
Paul Ferris
Campaign Director
paul@sumofus.org
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Don A. Storey  
Bay City, TX 77414  
United States

Patrick Abel  
El Paso, TX 79903  
United States

Heather Able  
Houston, TX 77019  
United States

Edgar Acosta  
Allen, TX 75002  
United States

Margaret Acosta  
Houston, TX 77059  
United States

Judith Adams  
Dallas, TX 75238  
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

The prison system is badly broken, people often aren't hardened criminals, just a lot of folks who have made bad choices, limited education, need help with addictions or mental health. The money would be better spent addressing the underlying causes and true treatment.

Michelle Accardo  
Grapevine, TX 76051  
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Charlotte Adams  
TX 78676  
United States

Kayla Adams  
Carmichael, CA 95608  
United States

Charlotte Adams  
TX 78676  
United States

Kayla Adams  
Carmichael, CA 95608  
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Video chatting shouldn't be the only option for inmates to 'visit' with their loved ones.

Rachael Acosta  
San Antonio, TX 78230
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

We have enough profiteering already. Let's stop this one before it begins.

Cecile Adams
Iredell, TX 76649

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

In-person visits are very important to the mental well being of inmates and their families. Also, I have dealt with Securus in the past. They don't give a flip about inmates and their families. They only care about their profit margin. Voice calls alone are cost prohibitive for inmates and their families. Video calls would be even more so. All that being said... I do believe video calls in addition to in-person visits, voice calls and emails would be beneficial to inmates and their families. But NEVER should video calls replace in person visits.

Martha Adcock
Lufkin, TX 75904
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is unconscionable conflict of interest.

James Ahler
Inver Grove Heights, MN 55076
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why should families be punished? They didn't commit any crimes.

Martha Alducin
Sugar Land, TX 77478
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I sign this because I am aware of the impact on families from my research.

Jennifer Alexander
San Antonio, TX 78212
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

What possible advantage is there is preventing family members, who have to travel miles to see their loved one, from being able to see that loved one, face to face? There is none. It's a crucial and inhumane policy.

Bonnie Amesquita
DeKalb, IL 60115-4740
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Chris Archer
Fort Worth, TX 76137-5926
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Brooke Arias
Round Rock, TX 78665
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Therese Arista
Williamstown, NJ 8094
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Lori Armstrong
Aubrey, TX 76227
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Rod Arnold
Fort Worth, TX 76132
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Patricia Arnold
Hughes Springs, TX 75656
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Michelle arredondo
Amarillo, TX 79121
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Holly Arthur
Austin, TX 78751
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Clay Asbill
Winnsboro, TX 75494
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Another example of corporate greed at the expense of the less fortunate. This might be supportable if it involves a serial murderer serving time, however that's far from the case in most incarcerations.

David Anderson
Dallas, TX 75208
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Claire Ata
TX 77006-5767
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Simon Atkinson
TX HD7 4NU
United Kingdom

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Atkinson Atkinson
, 2037
Australia

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Shelby Averhart
Garland, TX 75043
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Grecia Azoulay
Houston, TX 77036
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Alexander Baggett
TX 76039-2045
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jolie Bailey
Dallas, TX 75248
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Dylab Bailey
Austin, TX 78731
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sharon Bailey
Richardson, TX 75081-5311
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Marcie Baker
Houston, TX 77018
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

That Securus is promoting this for the sake of their profits is unconscionable! If the Dallas County Commissioners allow this ruling it will amount to cruel and unusual punishment to incarcerated citizens and their families.

Timothy Apgar
San Antonio, TX 78209
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? Family visitations are crucial to preventing recidivism. This contract is appalling!

Tamara Apgar
San Antonio, TX 78209
United States

Why are you signing this petition? Because inmates need morale boosters and not just another reason to be angry and take it out on fellow inmates!

Laura Aranda
San Antonio, TX 78209
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Larry Barker
TX 76033
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jacky Barnes
El Paso, TX 79902
United States

Evie Barnes
Killeen, TX 76549
United States

Robert Barnes
Spring, TX 77382
United States

Deirdre Barnett
Dallas, TX 75218
United States

Suzyn Barrientos
Austin, TX 78729
United States

Jammi Barrington
Kapaau, HI 96755
United States

Karin Ascot
Austin, TX 78704
United States

This is so wrong. Also, think of the money that will have to be spend in defending this when the law suits start up from families. This benefits no one but the profiteers.

Nancy Arnold
Harlingen, TX 78552
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Koula Barsakis
Manor, TX 78653
United States

sam Bartholomew
Austin, TX 78749
United States

It is so wrong to consider banning personal visits in favor of video calls that make profit for the corporation sponsoring them. All of us in society need prison recidivism rates reduced. Banning in-person visits from family members would do the opposite. It would be unconscionable.

Karin Ascot
Austin, TX 78704
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I am signing this petition because I have a friend currently jailed. I have a master's degree and a good job yet it's a struggle sometimes to put money aside for the calls or commissary. My friend is there as a result of addiction and poor choices. However, video conferencing is no substitute for face to face, even through glass. If this is going to happen, do it at market rate. . .you'll still make a profit.

Jennifer Badr
El Paso, TX 79904
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Prisons should not be for profit

Alex Bahls
Chicago, IL 60615
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Rainbow Benedetto
Austin, TX 78750
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Victoria Benedetto
Pflugerville, TX 78660
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Christopher Bergamo
Austin, TX 78751
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Ryan Bergan
Dallas, TX 75234
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Marie Bergen
San Antonio, TX 78210
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Robert Berger
Plano, TX 75025-3629
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

David Berkshire
TX 77025-4516
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Laura Bermea
San Antonio, TX 78238
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Elizabeth Berry
Spring, TX 77381
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Neva Berry
Victoria, TX 77901
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Rita Berry
Austin, TX 78749

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

THE PRIVATIZING OF PRISON FOOD, PHONES AND NOW VIDEO VISITS IS SO GREEDY AND DISGUSTING OF TEXAS. R U NOT SATISFIED W/ALL THE $$ U HOGS HAVE SHOVED INTO UR PRIVATE ISLAND PENS?? ENOUGH IS ENOUGH.

Cristina Barco
Harlingen, TX 78550
United States

Not everyone likes webcam nor have access to internet. This isn't fair.

Lola Barello
Coppell, TX 75019
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

The prison system in this country is an atrocity as it is. The Securus contract would be adding insult to injury. It's completely uncalled for and out of line.

Sarah Barrentine
Austin, TX 78748
United States

Because some people can't afford to pay for this type of thing. Plus, imagine your family being in prison, and you wanted to see them in person?! Its not fair.

Hdeel Batnij
Houston, TX 77063
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Gary Blanchard
Austin, TX 78749
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Mildred Blann-Cannary
Waco, TX 76705
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Michael Bludworth
Houston, TX 77096
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Robert Blumenstock
Dallas, TX 75214
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Andrea Boerger
Hutto, TX 78634
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Karen Boethel
La Grange, TX 78945
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

David Bonifay
Dallas, TX 75208
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Daniel Bonilla
Houston, TX 77084-5537
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Robert Book
Dallas, TX 75240
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Sheila Borden
TX 76205-2913
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Julie Bosko
Canyon Lake, TX 78133

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Kathryn Bauders
Tulsa, OK 74107
United States

unfair to take face to face visits from prisoners !!!

I am signing because my son is incarcerated in Florida. They use Securus for phone calls. Those calls are expensive enough. I certainly don't want to lose live visitation rights just to further line Securus' pockets. They are testing the waters in Texas. Do NOT let it happen.

Marilyn Bean
Henderson, KY 42420
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I'm asking you not to harm families in America any more than they are already being harmed. If you take this away where is the family support?

Brenda Bean
Evansville, IN 47712
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

There needs to be some direct person to person contact. Reducing contact to video only or even video mostly only alienates the prisoner further. And will reduce changes the the prisoner can become a member of society in good standing

Warren Bean
TX 75041-4921
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is cruel, this is punishing children and spouses and parents. Shameful.

Maureen Beecroft
Phoenix, AZ 85015
United States

I'm signing this because the punishment doesn't fit the crime. The punishment is being kept out of society, not being kept from your loved ones.

Christopher Biggins
Driftwood, TX 78619
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

The prison systems in the State of Texas and indeed throughout the U.S. need to be re-evaluated, improved and not used as a for-profit system. This action by a large corporation is another example of corruption and greed towards citizens and residents of this country, who do not have the financial power or backing to stand up for their civil rights.

Elle Billeaud
Houston, TX 77009
United States

this is crazy, some of these ppl look forward to their visits .. This is a money gimmick, ... Nothing more...

Melissa Blair
Lyburn, WV 25632
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is solely a profit move by Securus. I am vehemently opposed to it!

Charlene Ellis Bond
Dallas, TX 75218
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Families need the personal touch especially when they are extra stressed due to a loved one being in prison.

Beau Bossert
Galveston, TX 77554
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Alyssa Burgin
San Antonio, TX 78232
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Deb Burley
San Marcos, TX 78666
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Susan Burt
Trinity, TX 75862
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Nina Burton
Baytown, TX 77521
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

James Butler
Hockley, TX 77447
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Dave Byrne
Austin, TX 78757
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

R C
Dallas, TX 75218
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Malaika Boyd
Austin, TX 78751
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Christina C.
San Antonio, TX 78223
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Juanita Cabello
Fort Worth, TX 76108
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Linda Cadle
Huntington, NY 11743
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Believe in the rights of innocent family members of inmates

Sylvia Bradway
Lakeland, FL 33803
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Edye Calderon
TX 79707-4317
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

April Caldwell
La Vernia, TX 78121
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Dorothy Caldwell
TX 78736-2725
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Anrica Caldwell
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Rowena Caldwell
Austin, TX 78737
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jean Cameron
College Station, TX 77845
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

It's absurd that this companies' tactics are not obviously self motivated. Please make a call based on rationality.

Nick Brannan
Kyle, TX 78640
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Felix Campos
TX 77096-1403
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Irenio Canales

Making a buck off the suffering of others is wrong. Yes, some inmates are pretty wrong themselves (and some are innocent, repentant, or in jail for laws that shouldn't be), but this also punishes friends and family who could be downright saintly, all to create a need that currently doesn't exist. This is like purposefully making inmates ill so a private prison healthcare company can make a profit off the treatments. STOP BEING EVIL, GREEDY WANKERS.

Jeremy Breckbill
Houston, TX 77047-4538
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Visits are vital. The price of phone calls from prisoners is exorbitant now. Please insure that families are able to visit their imprisoned loved ones. It is in the best interest of everyone concerned to have visitation privileges for families and friends.

Dorothy Brooks
TX 76013-1501
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Not that prisoners deserve many rights, but they are human and if they can't see the people they love face-to-face aren't they more susceptible to become depressed and violent? That glass wall is more than enough to make them feel isolated from their loved ones.

Samantha Broussard
Pharr, TX 78577
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Families need all the support they can get. Be fair.

Carolyn Brown
Bedford, TX 76021-3117
United States

Conroe, TX 77302
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Bob Carver
Austin, TX 78745
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

John Casablanca
TX 77042-4768
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

As a humane gesture, provide inexpensive phone service to inmates and reject the corporate financial exploitation of individuals serving sentences to rectify societal injustices.

Kathleen Bryson
Kerrville, TX 78028-6421
United States
expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Anthony Casamento
TX 76063-5016
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Monica Casey
Lubbock, TX 79401
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Emily Cash
Houston, TX 77009
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sophia Casiano
Fort Worth, TX 76120
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jeff Casper
Forney, TX 75126
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Holly Cassells
San Antonio, TX 78230
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Diana Castilleja
Buda, TX 78610-8912
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Angelina Castro
Gilroy, CA 95020
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Nicole Cata
Washington, DC 20006
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Joseph Cator
Cedar Hill, TX 75104

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Paul Bunch
Houston, TX 77005-1919

I'm signing this petition because this business strategy is low, and this company sucks for pursuing it.

Prison is punishment, family already pays for prison through taxes, phones, visits, letters, comissary and emotionally. Prison is punishment everything else is unconstitutional and corruption based exploits.

Caroline Burgess
Kalamazoo, MI 49006
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

this is totally unfair! Stop this please!

Raymond Bushrow
Port Mansfield, TX 78598
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is absurd! Securus is evil if they seriously want this to happen. In person contact helps. Would you do everything with your new born baby or children via telephone or web?? Heck no! Have a heart.

Cynthia Cabral
San Miguel, CA 93451
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? My father is in prison

Tiffany Cannon
Houston, TX 77080
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Albert Cardenas
San Antonio, TX 78224
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Denying someone the right to see their loved ones regardless if they are in a corrections facility is wrong.

Albert Cardenas
San Antonio, TX 78224
United States
expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Claudia Clare
Donna, TX 78537
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
John Clark
Plano, TX 75024
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Gerald Clayburn
Burleson, TX 76028
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Susan Cleary
Fort Worth, TX 76179
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Maurice Clemens
Fort Worth, TX 76131
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Theodore Clemens
Minneapolis, MN 55417
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jessica Clem
Tomball, TX 77375
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Frances Clem
Plano, TX 75075
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Maggi Carter
TX 77706-3539
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Stop trying to make money off prisoners and let them see their families.

Linda Carr
Wichita Falls, TX 76308
United States

I'm signing this petition because it's obviously about boosting corporate profits and could be a barrier between families who are already having a hard time.

John Clements
Austin, TX 78758
United States

Stop trying to make money off prisoners and let them see their families.

Whitney Cloud
Hawley, TX 79525

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I am signing this petition because nothing substitutes for person-to-person contact. Inmates are already isolated enough. We need to be encouraging them to be a member of our communities, not working in the other direction. But, mostly, because this is a punishment for the families as much as it is for the inmates, to not be able to see their loved ones, and they don't deserve it. None of them do.

Kathryn Carver
Livingston, TX 77399
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

because they are scamming people out of their money not to mention endangering the welfare of the single parents and their children just to make a buck. The judicial system is already a joke there as it is.

John Casey
Farmersville, TX 75442
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Privatization of prisons and corporate influence of any type in prisons is an ENORMOUS conflict and completely unethical and immoral! I'm appalled at the state of our prison system and how the system has been turned into a money-making venture. This is not only a conflict of interest, but should be HIGHLY illegal!! The public is required to know the TRUTH!!

Kristal Casey
Houston, TX 77043
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is BS !!! Profiting off of the poor !!!

Kevin Cervenka
Dallas, TX 75214
United States

Corpus Christi, TX 78401-2755
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Brenda Cooper
Houston, TX 77019-7712
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Elaine CHRISTINE
TX 78737-2829
United States

Because this is insane, unfair and actually inhumane.
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Esmeralda Coplin
Denton, TX 76210
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Danielle Corbin
Austin, TX 78741
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Melanie Cordell
TX 78212-5238
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Andrew Coulter
TX 77573
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Charles Councill
Bandera, TX 78003
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Ed Covington
Pearland, TX 77584
United States

The first objectives should be 1) justice served for the crime and/or victim and 2) rehabilitation so that the revolving door back to prison stops the first time in. I have personally seen this similarly disgusting practice of bleeding the families of the incarcerated dry, as though they aren't going through enough already. Any company that tries to prosper by stepping on the heads of the people who make up our great nation, should be shut down effectively and permanently to show at the least that America can not, and Will not, tolerate such a barbaric practice to continue. Some one has the ability to make sure it stops here. The family of the incarcerated are not guilty of the same crime, so then why are they too still being punished? ! Please stop this because it is beneficial only to those making the cash, and last time I checked, they're not going on to commit the same crimes, ruin families, both their own and their victims. As the great Robin Williams just taught us all, sometimes it takes one single word from a stranger, friends or family member and you can save a life. How do we continue to value money over people. One day, it may be the people you choose not to save today that will be saving your life tomorrow. ... Sincerely Yours, Debra Cline

Debra Cline
Glen Rose, TX 76043
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Bengi Cowger
Sugar Land, TX 77478
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jenny cox
Austin, TX 78734
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Amanda Craig
Kyle, TX 78640
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

ALICE Cranford
Orange Grove, TX 78372
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Dana Crawford
Galveston, TX 77554
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Tameka Crawford
San Antonio, TX 78251
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jessica Crawford
Austin, TX 78751
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? It is hard enough on these families-- they didn't commit the crime and should not be punished, too. There is no excuse for phone and video to be so costly and to deny visitation is cruel and unusual! These for profit people are heartless!

Linda Coats
College Station, TX 77845
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jane Crick
Fulton, TX 78358
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Richard Crenwelge
Austin, TX 78754
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Shirley Crockwell
Montgomery, TX 77356

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

That anyone would even consider allowing this to happen is sickening.

Stephanie Coleman
Wylie, TX 75098
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Prisoners are people with the same emotional need to be loved. Can you imagine never being able to touch or look your loved one in the eye for years on end? Securus is all about profits and their bottom line but they care nothing about people, incarcerated or otherwise. Please do not allow this to happen!

Sandy Collison
Sioux Falls, SD 57105
United States

I do not believe that taking away a touch of humanity from those imprisoned helps them or their families to achieve a change for the better. If we want to truly rehabilitate incarcerated people then we need to allow some form of humanity (to include) in person contact to exist. It also takes away any form of human contact from the family members. This push for video communication only serves those who wish to profit from the less fortunate!

Diane Colvard
Leander, TX 78641
United States
expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Damian Cuffel
Houston, TX 77084
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Joy Cunningham
Austin, TX 78704-2106
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sarah Cunningham
Round Rock, TX 78665
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Carol Curcio
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Nancy Cunningham
Red Oak, TX 75154
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Amanda Comeau-Sheren
Denton, TX 76208
United States

I think it is important for people to be able to visit in person with inmates who are allowed visitation status. I think Securus is trying to just gain money from this video conference boost.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Amanda Comeau-Sheren
Denton, TX 76208
United States

Families should be able to see and visit a family member that is there.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Barbara Dailey
TX 78213
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mehroo Damri

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Robert Curtis
Ivanhoe, TX 75447
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Alfred Dabrowski
McAllen, TX 78501
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Pamela D'AZzo
Carrollton, TX 75007
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Beverly Contakos
Granbury, TX 76049
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is a revolting exploitation of the already deeply revolting prisoner slavery complex.

Dylan Cooper
Carrollton, TX 75007
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This further Dehumanizes people who are serving time AND their loved ones ~ puttin Profit First = Disgusting !!!!

Olivia Cornyn
San Antonio, TX 78230
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Andrea de Aguayo
Miami, FL 33183
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Aurora De La Garza
Houston, TX 77045
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jaoana Dean
San Diego, CA 92128
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Marjorie Dearmont
TX 78605
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Brandy Deason
Spring, TX 77379
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

William Deaton
Highland Park, NJ 8904
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Michelle Decker
TX 78613-4348
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Rhonda Cowdery
Grand Forks, ND 58201
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

we shouldnt have to pay scandlous $$to see our loved ones !!! Talking on the phone costs to much already......

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I had a friend in jail and realize the importance of seeing a real face, and not a digital face. Phone calls are already $15 , which is crazy and makes no sense except to place hardship on the inmate.

Julia Cox
Woodway, TX 76712
United States
expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Stanley Deltenre
Red Oak, TX 75154
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jackie Demarais
Granbury, TX 76049-1465
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ira Dember
Houston, TX 77043
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Thomas Demore
Austin, TX 78729
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Catherine Dennis
Plano, TX 75075
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Lindsey Densing
Cypress, TX 77433
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Dollaya DePasquale
TX 75204-2638
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I think this will fall under cruel and unusual punishment to have no face to face visits with ones loved ones allowed, its inhuman. And why? For profit.

Martin Cox
Los Angeles, CA 90026
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Rodney Derbigny
Sugar Land, TX 77496
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kathy Derrick
Arlington, TX 76018
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
David DeRico
Richardson, TX 75080
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Eva DeSa

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Prisons should NOT be a source of profit!!!!!

Phillip Crabill
Lewisville, TX 75077
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Without contact, we lose all hope of survival.

Cynthia Crutcher
Allen, TX 75002
United States

Why are you signing this petition? It's hard enough for families with loved ones in prison, we don't have to make it harder for them.

Jennie Curran
Houston, TX 77088
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Duane Dietz
Seguin, TX 78155
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Connor DiGregorio
Argyle, TX 76226
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Mike Dillon
Longview, TX 75605
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jessica Dingler
Austin, TX 78757
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Melissa Dinh
Beaumont, TX 77706
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Rudolph DiSanto
Austin, TX 78745
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Michael Dobbs
Austin, TX 78727
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Fort Worth, TX 76123
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Thani Dok
Addison, TX 75001
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jennifer DaLuz
TX 75230-3418
United States

It is not a proper subject for corporate profit. It is a human need.

Barbara Dahms
TX 75762-5202
United States

Separating families in the name of profits is just wrong!

Jennifer DaLuz
TX 75230-3418
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Inmates still have rights. Taking away visits from their families is only going to beat them down more and give them less reasons to pull themselves out of a reckless way of life. Also, children shouldn't be punished for the faults of their parents.

Meghan Daniels
Austin, TX 78704
United States

expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Audrey Dominguez
El Paso, TX 79936
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Irene Doody
TX 79423
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Barbara Dorf
Rockport, TX 78382
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
MICHELLE DOTY
Austin, TX 78734-1215
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
John Dorsett
Bellaire, TX 77401
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Chris Doyen
Pinehurst, TX 77362
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Lisa Drapkin
Brooklyn, NY 11230
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jeffry Dougan
Denver, CO 80211
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Deborah Daues
TX 78734-5109
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
to stop corporations from making money on poor people's backs.

Deborah Daues
TX 78734-5109
United States
expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Robert Dubois
Houston, TX 77058
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Hazel Duboise
TX 77393-0701
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Tim Duda
San Antonio, TX 78209-6625
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
A David
Austin, TX 78705
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Thomas Dukes
San Antonio, TX 78209
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jack Duffie
Plano, TX 75023
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Bea Duffy
Leander, TX 78641
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Brian Duffy
TX 78704-0001
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sylvia Duncan
Plano, TX 75075
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jason Dugal
El Paso, TX 79912
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Graham Duncan
Austin, TX SW13 9PQ
United Kingdom

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Dawn Dunn

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

All the costs imposed on prisoners is ridiculous! A family member was incarcerated, and we spent hundreds on phone calls -- this will be even worse!!!

John Davis
Dallas, TX 75218
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Becayuse I'm damn sick of EVERYTHING being about greed and NOT PEOPLE!

reba davis
Abilene, TX 79605
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Government contractors have forgotten who is working for whom. Prison policy must be designed for the greater good of the American people, not around the special interest of the prison industry.

James Davis
San Antonio, TX 78212
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Elizabeth Edwards
Pflugerville, TX 78660
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

John Edwards
McKinney, TX 75070
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Elva Edwards
Denver, CO 80236
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Paulette Egeli
TX V9N 6X8
Canada

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Lawrence Eisenberg
Lockhart, TX 78644
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Shewawn Eisman
Austin, TX 78733
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Connie Elflett
TX 75068-4421
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? Because it's inhumane to force them NOT to be able to see their loved ones, and especially so to make them pay more for the privilege.

Vickie Davis
TX 77546-5516
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

because My niece has a son in the Texas prison system and I know is impossible for her to pay for the technology!!!

Silvia De Santos
Houston, TX 77074-7433
United States
expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Verle Ellis
Tyler, TX 75703
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Erin Ellis
Fort Worth, TX 76179
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Miles Elsey
San Marcos, TX 78666
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Cristin Embree
Elgin, TX 78621
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Wendy Emlinger
El Paso, TX 79936-3139
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kelly Epstein
Spring, TX 77379-3973
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Marty Erhart
Austin, TX 78750-8138
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Fali Engineer
Houston, TX 77072-2232
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ghingher Erickson
Katy, TX 77449
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Gustavo Escobedo

It is wrong to deny visits especially to make money ofg of others pain.

Heather Deem
Hamilton, OH 45015
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is just another personal right that is being taken away from everyday people so that these corporations can make more profit.

Adrian Delagarza
Friendswood, TX 77546
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

In person visits are crucial to the family unit. Seeing them in person is way different than over a video screen. Parents need that time with their children, wives and husbands need that connection no matter how small.

Jolene Delaware
Phoenix, AZ 85022
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I don't believe in privatized prisons. I also believe that the families do not deserve to be punished. Correctional system? Not even close-worse if this happens.

Rose Demoret
Dallas, TX 75287
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Brian Ferguson
TX 78704-4812
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Gretchen Ferris
Dallas, TX 75248
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Ed Fiedler
TX 78758
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Gabrielle Field
Austin, TX 78757
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Micaela Fierro
El Paso, TX 79925
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Edgar Finck
Georgetown, TX 78626
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Elissa Fineman
Long Beach, CA 90815
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Deana Depinet
Tiffin, OH 44883
United States

Thats horrible that you are even considering this. I live to hug my son.

Jessica Fink
Round Rock, TX 78664
United States

I have a friend in prison and this is not fair to him.

Lauren Devries
Jarrell, TX 76537
United States
expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Tracey Fleming
Fort Worth, TX 76116
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Debra Fleming
Rexburg, ID 83440
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Linda Fletcher
Houston, TX 77043
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kathy Flocco-McMaster
Austin, TX 78725
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Hector Flores
Austin, TX 78731
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Marina Flores
Mesquite, TX 75150
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Miguel Flores
San Antonio, TX 78239-1949
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Brenda Flores
San Antonio, TX 78233
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Carol Fly
Austin, TX 78727
United States

It is totally unfair that a private company could end family visits in Texas prisons. It must not be allowed.

Sue DiCara
TX 79924
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mary Fonseca
Austin, TX 78741
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Linda Ford

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

to keep contact visits in prisons.

Brandon Diebolt
Waco, TX 76710
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I have a father in prison and I have been victimized by the shady dealings of the phone and mail system that are contracted to third party vendors. I feel like the victim of a crime. Please don't give MY freedoms away just to line the pockets of yet another corporation.

William Dobson
San Antonio, TX 78233
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

It's bad enough that prisons in this country are privatized, run for profit, and that we have the largest prison population in the entire world, despite having a tiny fraction of the total population. Abuses such as this have no place in an already broken system badly in need of abolition and restructuring.

Gerald Dudley
Austin, TX 78759
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Nicolas Freeman
San Antonio, TX 78201-4544
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Claudia Freiman
Fischer, TX 78623
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Madisyn-Alexis Friberg
Dallas, TX 75287
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Suzanne Frick
Jasper, TX 75951
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jennifer Friend
Austin, TX 78739
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Maurine Frost
Hewitt, TX 76643
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Eric Fry
Dallas, TX 75218
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Colton Eastland
Austin, TX 78758
United States

My uncle went to prison for 7 years. He was an unstable man that needed contact with his family, face to face. Just having a screen isn't enough for many people, especially cons. Such a cutting off from people, especially loved ones, can cause cons to become even more unstable and detached from the rest of society.

Colton Eastland
Austin, TX 78758
United States

Didn't know that cruelty was part of the mentality of the for-profit prison system. Shame on you. Prison is for paying one's debt, hopefully for some rehab, but NOT to use your power to be cruel on top of all the rest. Shame. Putting profit (as usual) before human needs.

Martha Eberle
Dripping Springs, TX 78620-3503
United States
expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Roseanna Fulton
Austin, TX 78702
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Barbara Gabbert
Allen, TX 75002
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Deborah Gaffney
Austin, TX 78759
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Judy Gagliardo
Hurst, TX 76053
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
rita Gallagher
Fort Worth, TX 76116
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sixto Gallardo
San Antonio, TX 78201-2633
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Greg Galindo
Austin, TX 78749
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Alondra Gamino
Dallas, TX 75216
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Dottie Elliott
Round Rock, TX 78681
United States

It is vital that family, especially children, have in person contact with an imprisoned parent. Please continue to let families visit their incarcerated family members in person. Video visits are too impersonal and too expensive. Why are you letting some private organization dictate policy to you anyway? Families have a right to visit in person their members that are imprisoned. Don't take their humane contact away!

Dottie Elliott
Round Rock, TX 78681
United States

Prisoners and their families need the physical contact. Physically and mentally.

Velma Elrod
Splendora, TX 77372
United States
expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Robyn Gammill
Lockhart, TX 78644
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jeff Gammill
Austin, TX 78751
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Sara Gannon
Nacogdoches, TX 75961
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Patricia Garcia
Aubrey, TX 76227
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jennifer Garcia
Harlingen, TX 78550
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Brandy Garcia
Cedar Park, TX 78613
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Cesiah Garcia
Houston, TX 77049
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Chris Emery
Austin, TX 78720
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Do not put corporate interests over the welfare of constituents no matter what argument the corporate interest makes.

Privatized prison services are already an affront to society, by turning incarceration into profit by soaking the taxpayers. This blatant move by Securus illustrates that 'without a law, there is no market' for their business model. If you can't make money on your teleconferencing WITHOUT this, then Your Business. Is. Flawed. Full stop.

George Erhard
TX 75063-4114
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

The idea is ludicrous! Both prisoners and family member/loved ones need those visits. It's what keeps them going. Not to mention not everyone can afford phone calls!

Dawn Estep
Wichita Falls, TX 76305
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Dawn Estep
Wichita Falls, TX 76305
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? Because anyone who supports this bill is a jaded fascist corrupt dehumanizing profiteer bound to reep tragedy in their own live's for perpetuating an inhumane prison industry driven by profit rather than justice or the attempt to make society a safer happier place.

Blake Felix
Texarkana, TX 75503
United States
expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Vicki Gates
Weatherford, TX 76086
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Abigail Geary
Austin, TX 78751
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ron Geida
TX 76107
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Leslie Geller
TX 78702-1206
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ursula George
Van Vleck, TX 77482
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kyle Gibson
Allen, TX 75002
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kathleen Gibson
Sugar Land, TX 77478
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kristen Gierlus
Muscatine, IA 52761
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

People should not be denied visits from their family!

Paul Ferris
NY 11225-3435
United States

This is a disgusting attempt to ignore the humanity of people in our prisons, for the benefit of a private business. I suppose the proposers call themselves Christians ? SHAME !!!

H Fisher
TX 78731-5218
United States
that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Darrin Giesy
Austin, TX 78752
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Sandra Gijarro
Los Angeles, CA 90032
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Sharon Gillespie
TX 78703-4127
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Rosalee Gilliat
Spring, TX 77382
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Nina Glasgow
Austin, TX 78733
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Michael Godwin
Dallas, TX 75206
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Chris Goldstein
Austin, TX 78748
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

For-profit prison phone company Securus is bad.
Thank you.

James Flanagan
Bastrop, TX 78602-6343
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is *no way* to treat prisoners! They need families!

Anne Foerster
TX 77459-2396
United States

This is inhumane. Period.

Lucy Frost
Manchaca, TX 78652
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? stop feeding your greedy politician pockets and start representing the citizens of the United States.

Tanya Furtado
Spring, TX 77380
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I want to retain my and my friend on Texas death row's right to an in-person visit.

Jason Galbraith
TX 75068-2786
United States
that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Suzanne Gordon
TX 78729-7305
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Suzanne Gordon
Austin, TX 78729
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Cherie Gorman
TX 77098-5210
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Case Gornstein
TX 75006-2665
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Kim Gorum
Waco, TX 76707
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

David Gosnell
Carrollton, TX 75007
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Candice Gottschalk
Temple, TX 76504
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Companies should not profit off of others' suffering. This is inhumane and Securis is shameless.

Gimi Garcia
Maricopa, AZ 85139
United States

FIRST OF ALL I HAVE DEALT WITH SECURUS BEFORE AND THEIR SERVICES ARE NOT THAT GOOD. THE VIDEO IS VERY EXPENSIVE AND THEY MAKE YOU GIVE THEM ACCESS TO YOUR INFORMATION ON THE COMPUTER YOU ARE USING. I TOTALLY DISAGREE

Sandra Garcia
Houston, TX 77015
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Aren't there enough places for these companies to profit from without more ways to rob those already hurting. In person visits give a person more reassurance than any video contact and there are still many people who do not have or want to own computers. If we don't watch it these companies will find a way to force us to just give them our money no matter what. Let the visit continue and get big business out of our prisons.

Ada Garner
TX 76132-2203
United States

This is just another way for the prison system to make a profit! It's not helpful, it's harmful. We need to get our judicial system out of the hands of money makers who profit from someones misery and extend that misery onto the family members. The poor, family members have a hard time just helping out their loved ones with a few bucks to buy essentials like bath soap, shampoo & deodorant. Don't penalize the family any more than the judicial system already does.

Sandra Gibson
Mansfield, TX 76063
United States
expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jeffrey Gregory
Haskell, TX 79521
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Diane Gregory
Houston, TX 77008
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Esther Greiner
The Woodlands, TX 77381
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Audrey Griffith
Dallas, TX 75224
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Therese Griffiths
TX 77005-2626
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Camilla Grounds
North Richland Hills, TX 76182
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Barbara Grove
Austin, TX 78741-3221
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

The American prison system is one of the most corrupt and over-inflated of all the industries.

Nathan Gilbert
TX 77040-2124
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

- Because I am a human being.

Conor Gillen
Fort Worth, TX 76179
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

As a Texan, I find this practice abhorrent. Do right by poor people. Thank you!

Sharon Gjertsen
Keller, TX 76244
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

The prison system in the United States is disgraceful. It does nothing to rehab, but rather de-humanizes. Video calls are another way to de-humanizes, and is another way the for-profit prison industry increases their profit margin at the exploitation of the American people.

Kurt Gleichman
Saline, MI 48176
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jamie Gwynn
Pflugerville, TX 78660
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Joan H
Carrollton, TX 75007
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jeremy Haas
Baytown, TX 77523
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Ana hablinski
Portland, TX 78374
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Laura Hague
Austin, TX 78745
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

David Hahn
Johnson City, TX 78636
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Donna Hahus
Houston, TX 77005-2827
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Sandi Glorfield
Houston, TX 77068
United States

This is so wrong in many ways. In person is the way the loved ones should visit.

Sandi Glorfield
Houston, TX 77068
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Barbara Hale
Hurst, TX 76053
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Billy Halgat
Austin, TX 78745-6924

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Because this is such a conflict of interest and unfair to the families and individuals who thrive off the in person visits.

Phillippia Goldsmith
Seattle, WA 98122
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Because, when people are in jail, they should be treated, regardless of their crime, like human beings, not a money making ATM from, most of the time, people who have no money. This is outrageous and it can't be Christian, nor democratic, so my question is: What gives or in this case who takes. I suggest that instead of treating people in jail like America does, why not try like Norway does. Talking about democracy, talking about redeeming, ow that's what I'm talking about.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I am appalled at our prison system already and this is just one more infringement on the rights of the relatives of those imprisoned. Many cannot afford these costs and then the imprisoned just fall into a black hole. There needs to be more transparency about what happens in prison and this just shuts another door.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Andrea Hamsher
Houston, TX 77077
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Kristin Handel
Houston, TX 77006
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Billy Haney
Waco, TX 76710
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Kevin Hanlon
Allen, TX 75002
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Erin Hannan
Austin, TX 78757
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Erin Hannan
Austin, TX 78731
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Lucy Hanouille
Austin, TX 78739
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Loved one in prison and this would further dehumanize him. He lives for visits and that tiny bit of human contact.

Janet Goree
Camilla, GA 31730
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I have visited a prison & know how important in person visits are.

Martha Gouldin
Houston, TX 77042
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

it's the right thing to do

Marilyn graham
San Antonio, TX 78217-4605
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Cherry Haymes
TX 75230-2224
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Shawn Haynes
Stephenville, TX 76401
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Tian-Tian He
Houston, TX 77030
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Lindsey Head
Carrollton, TX 75007
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Judith Heard
Temple, TX 76502
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Minerva Heard
Brownsville, TX 78521
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jay Hearne
Fort Worth, TX 76107
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

My dad was incarcerated for a long time and now he's 4yrs sober

Crystal Harper
Houston, TX 77063
United States

Securus is obviously out to make a lot of money at the expense of people, many of them very poor, who have loved ones in Texas prisons. Most of the poor families will not be able to pay the fee Securus is likely to charge. If so, they will lose face-to-face contact with family members. My husband has served as a mentor to several prisoners and knows the importance to them of keeping in touch with their families. Please

Vote against granting a contract to Securus. We need to do all we can to help rehabilitate offenders of the law.

Marsha Harper
TX 79601-4780
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Seeing a loved one in person is very important, so trying to stop personal contact is wrong. I find what you are attempting is a crime. I Am against this.

AB Hersman
Sherman, TX 75090
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? I believe that research shows that in person visits with loved ones and their support is very important.

Leslie Hocker
Spring, TX 77380
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Prisons are for rehabilitation, families are punished enough by the crimes their loved ones commit. They should be able to see them in person.

Norma Hofmeister
Fort Worth, TX 76103
United States

I live in Dallas and work with people trying to put their lives back together who have been to prison and/or have family in prison. Cutting people off from in person visits while charging outrageous sums of money is not humane.

Susan Hogan
Dallas, TX 75214
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I feel it's important for families to visit. It's hard enough on families as it is. Calls are very expensive. Why do the families have to suffer more than they already do? Especially when the justice system doesn't always get it right.

Lorettta Holland
Washington, PA 15301
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Prisoners are still human beings, they should be allowed visitation.

Tal Hollingsworth
Farmersville, TX 75442
United States
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Diane Hilliard
Dallas, TX 75287
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Patricia Hilliard
Georgetown, TX 78633-5395
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kenneth Hilton
Palestine, TX 75801
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jackie Hiracheta
King City, CA 93930
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Michael Hitchcock
Fort Worth, TX 76108
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Tabitha Hitz
The Colony, TX 75056
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Karen Hoffman
Carrollton, TX 75006-2111
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Veronica Hood
Universal City, TX 78148
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Heather Hoffman
Wimberley, TX 78676
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Patricia Hogue
TX 75214-3801
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Tim Hogan
Odessa, TX 79761
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Karen Hoffman
Carrollton, TX 75006-2111
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Richard Howard
Austin, TX 78744
United States

I am against prison profiteering. Prisoners need their families to visit.

Veronica Hood
Universal City, TX 78148
United States

I think family rights to see and interact with their family members in prison is important for the mental well-being for all.

Richard Howard
Austin, TX 78744
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

The people who are incarcerated should be allowed to see their families; if for other reason than to be reminded there are good reasons to get ones life on order c

Linda Hoy
TX 77399
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? Why should this company profit from the poorest families in the state of Texas? Children need to be held by their family members, not just see them on a screen.

Sheila Hughes
Center, TX 75935
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

because prison is horrible enough

Robert Hummer
Austin, TX 78704
United States

my son is in prison and the only thing that keeps us going is our visits we have tried the video visit and it cuts in and out and we can't hear each other its not worth the time or the money

Sonja Hunt
Ashtabula, OH 44004
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Cynthia Houston
Austin, TX 78745
United States

Human contact is crucial for wellbeing. Eliminating inmates' ability to personally see family is inhumane. And it would place an undue burden - financially and emotionally on the inmates' family including their children.

Ana Irizarry
Austin, TX 78749
United States

Why are you signing this petition? because I'm on a fixed income in the same state with my husband and being charged 6 dollars for a 20 minute phone call. I can only see him for 20 minutes and it is through video. I'm going through health issues and need to feel my husbands touch. We are humans who require human contact and they wonder why at birth they lay newborns on the parents skin. Our loved ones are not animals and should not be treated as such.

LaWanda Jackson
Minneapolis, MN 55433
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

BECAUSE THIS IS IMMORAL!!!!

Sean James
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Seems to me that if Securus would lower their phone rates to reasonable costs and offer video conferencing as an option, (that they will charge a fair rate to provide) it would allow those, who cannot travel long distances to visit relatives, a connection opportunity. Those that can come in person will also be able to see their loved ones. Win/Win

Jane Jenkins
TX 78704-4366
United States
that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Montana Hutchings
San Antonio, TX 78210
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Lee Hutchings
Wichita Falls, TX 76301
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kim Hyatt
Aubrey, TX 76227
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Francis Hymel
Midland, TX 79707
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Beth Illingworth
Myrtle Beach, SC 29579
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sam Jackson
Richardson, TX 75080-2519
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Tiffany Jackson
Katy, TX 77450
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Misti Jackson
Garland, TX 75041
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
United States

Just because someone has broken the law does NOT mean they do not deserve basic rights!!! People in prison who have something to live for on the outside will be less likely to reoffend.

Bridgette Johnson
Georgetown, TX 78626
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Prison visits are a great moral booster for the prisoner...Securious is a 'corporate Hack' trying to sell their product. Please don't be STUPID and allow 'securus' to sell you (the taxpayer) a morally corrupt bill of goods!!!

Stephen Johnson
Vancouver, WA 98662-5379
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? (The rates are too high for prisoners to call anyone.

Sheilla Johnson
Houston, TX 77045
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Errikka Jordan
Levittown, PA 19055
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Every attempt to privatize a public service should be closely questioned for its impact on the least among us. Corporations should not be aided in their search for profit by giving over to them government services. Do your job-don't outsource it.

Elizabeth Kelly
TX 76135-5351
United States
that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Gregory Johnson
TX 76101-1592
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ronald Johnson
Midlothian, TX 76065
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Elise Johnston
TX 75287-7108
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Bonnie Johnston
Bryan, TX 77802
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Robin Johnstone
Alvin, TX 77511
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Doyle Jones
Fort Worth, TX 76108
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Larry Jordan
Arlington, TX 76012
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? Please stop spending money on stupid things. Invest in education and you won't have overcrowded prisons. Common sense spending.

James Ketterman
Killeen, TX 76541
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Audrey Jordan
Arlington, TX 76011
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mark Jorgenson
Austin, TX 78702
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I am signing because I would like to be able to hug my man when I visit him.

Monica Kincaid
Washington, UT 84780
United States
that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Michael Jozwiak
TX 77087-4474
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
J Juarez
San Antonio, TX 78216
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Deborah Jupe-Korbar
Adkins, TX 78101
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Bruce Justice
Austin, TX 78726
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jerod Justice
TX 75751-8918
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Patricia Justice
Austin, TX 78734
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Emily Kampen
League City, TX 77573-4111
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
United States

Many of the incarcerated are from very poor families. This creates even further hardship and is rooted in corporate greed.

Gary Kindley
TX 75219-3760
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

The refusal of in-person visits at prisons is utterly inhumane and justifiable only to those who care more for profit than people.

Joshua King
Woodway, TX 76712
United States
that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Patricia Kanter-Kennedy
Houston, TX 77099
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Gary Kappel
Bryan, TX 77807-2610
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Suraya Karjeker
Plano, TX 75025
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Clayton Karrer
TX 78723
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Katherine Kasdorf
Baltimore, MD 21202
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Matt Kaufmann
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Gorobei Kawazu
Allen, TX 75013
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

The bulk of the prison population cannot afford to pay for this service. Don't exploit the families of prisoners.

Mavis Knight
Dallas, TX 75232
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Brett Keenan
Austin, TX 78759
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Everly Keenan
Houston, TX 77031
United States

Whoever came up with this idea, is just a money grabber. OK, go ahead and do the video 'visiting', it may benefit some family who lives very far away and cannot visit in person. But please do not do away with the personal visit, it doesn't cost anything, it's not hurting anybody or anything.

Tova Kopperud
Amarillo, TX 79106
United States
that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Douglas Kellar
TX 78577-6149
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Tico Kelley
Austin, TX 78723
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Rob Kellogg
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
William Kelly
TX 76115
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
William Kennedy
Needville, TX 77461
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Champ Kerr
Round Rock, TX 78664
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Michael Kenny
Houston, TX 77041-1841
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
R Kernan
Austin, TX 78749
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Cynthia Krakoff
Bothell, WA 98012
United States
expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Marjorie Kessler
Katy, TX 77450
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

John Kesterson
Houston, TX 77006
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Kevin Kettle
Austin, TX 78744
United States

I am signing the petition because I am a person who believes in investing in human well-being not corporate profits at the expense if the citizens.

Theodore Krause
Austin, TX 78702
United States

Hopefully I will never need to visit someone I love in prison. However, one of the only things that might actually help rehabilitate inmates is contact with those they love. Don't take this away.

Heather Kreger
Spring, TX 77380
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

For Heaven's sake! Is there nothing too low for corporations to stoop to for the sake of profit?

Juli Kring
Houston, TX 77099-1381
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

No visitors? How about banning the Private Prison for Profit Cartel?

Judy Landress
TX 78412-2703
United States
expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Sadie Klein
Austin, TX 78754
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

James Klein
Corpus Christi, TX 78411
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Sandy Knight
TX 78759-8918
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Christian Knight
Humble, TX 77346
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Wallace Knight
TX 75961
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Michael Kogutt
Coppell, TX 75019
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Pamela Lanier
TX 75770-5705
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Liz Langdon
Denton, TX 76208
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Being in prison is the punishment of the one committing the crime. WHY PUNISH THE FAMILY, TOO??!!! This just isn't right or fair to family and inmate! Statistics PROVE that contact with family and friends KEEP one out of prison once they are releast!!

Pamela Lanier
TX 75770-5705
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? I have a brother in a Texas prison that I want to continue to visit.

Patricia Larrabee
Llano, TX 78643
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Keeping families together through incarceration is hard enough but to take away the only physical contact we have is beyond wrong. Especially when the only reason is greed.

Jessica Lassiter
Baltimore, MD 21206
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

The prisoners families don't deserve to be punished as well with something they probably can't even afford.

Ashley Leach
Hurst, TX 76053
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I work in justice and mercy ministries, and I see firsthand the injustices in our justice system. Please do not add this injustice to the list.

Vickie Lee
Amarillo, TX 79102
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is an extreme example of prisoner abuse, as well as abuse of taxpayer dollars.

Pamela Leighton-Burwell
Austin, TX 78757-3313
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petThis would punish the families of prisoners. They most likely be who pays for it. Seeing some one face to face lets you know they are okay.

Suzy Leshinsky
Mc Kenzie, TN 38201
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is the craziest BAD idea I have ever heard...ever!

J Levin
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

. I think families should be given options to see their loved ones. I think if inmates are serving their time successfully without trouble they should be able to see their loved ones. Maybe in person visitation should be a reward for good behavior.

Lydia Lewis
Lewisville, TX 75067
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is 'cruel and unusual punishment' not only on prisoners but on their loved ones as well.

Jay Longley
Brownwood, TX 76801
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

There is absolutely nothing that can replace a real hug, the touch of a human hand, the look in someone's eyes or the smell of their perfume. To take this away from the families of those incarcerated is inhumane! Enough of profiteering off of the families!!!!!!!!!!!

MaryAnn Lubas
Mc Kees Rocks, PA 15136
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

People in prison have families that love them and they deserve to be able to SEE them and talk with them in person! Banning in-person visits is inhumane and a HORRIBLE idea!!

Ruth Lucas
Colleyville, TX 76034
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is absolutely inhumane.

Timothy Lucero
Richmond, VA 23236
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

The main reason why these people are in prison is to rehabilitate them. The best way to rehabilitate is to make sure they are given as much incentive to improve themselves as possible. If anything, visiting hours need to be expanded. Now if these companies want to ADD this feature to their in-person visits and have the prison pay for it themselves, I can go with this. But otherwise, it is not in the best interest of the prisoner. What is important? The prisoners or the profits?

Christine Lund
Houston, TX 77093-6744
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? What if Securus were to offer free phone calls for all in-mates whose families meet low income guidelines set by the Federal or State government? Otherwise this is reprehensible. This is the kind of crap you see in the Sci-Fi movies that you think would never happen in the United States.

Cynthia Maddux
Houston, TX 77084
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Robert Langham
Houston, TX 77063
United States

Jim Langley
Houston, TX 77040
United States

Margaret Lansdowne
Corpus Christi, TX 78413
United States

James Lareau
Hurst, TX 76053
United States

Carl LaRue LaRue
TX 75559
United States

Kurt Lashbrook
TX 77339
United States

Sandra Lawrence
Kerrville, TX 78028-5511
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

The families that are destroyed for the mighty dollar is all prisons are about.

Dawn Manix
Metairie, LA 70006
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I have a loved one in prison and I can't afford video chat.

Taylor Maples
San Antonio, TX 78237
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Because this is all about greed. How can you teach prisoners compassion if you have no compassion to give. Our prisons have become money making machines where the powers that be want to have them return and have bankrupt our education system so the inner city youth would end up in prison.

Sharon Martin
Austin, TX 78730-3578
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Allen Lazar
Carrollton, TX 75006
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

James Le Blanc
Houston, TX 77227
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Nicolas le Corvec
Houston, TX 77058
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

James Leavings
Bedford, TX 76022
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Cynthia LeBlanc
Garland, TX 75047
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Lisa LeBlanc
Lenorah, TX 79749
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Cindy Lee
Waco, TX 76710
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Summer Lee
Houston, TX 77059
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jim Lee
Uvalde, TX 78801
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Catherine Lee
San Antonio, TX 78201-3720
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Heather Lefebvre
Austin, TX 78722
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Michael Masterson
Plano, TX 75023
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

If the contract provides for video visits in addition to the option of in-person visits then that is good. But if the contract prohibits in-person visits then the contract should be rejected.

Bernard Mayoff
Richardson, TX 75080-2812
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jennifer Lehe
Dallas, TX 75224
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Thomas Lehman
Denton, TX 76205
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Berhany Lehman
Austin, TX 78745
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sarah Leighton
Houston, TX 77015
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Leo Leise
Dallas, TX 75244
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Anneke Lemmon
San Marcos, TX 78666
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Brian Leonard
Bryan, TX 77802
United States

I am signing this petition because I believe banning in person visits for inmates would be incredibly inhumane. If we as a society want to help rehabilitate and re-integrate convicted felons back into our society, intimate, supportive contact with their closest ties is crucial. Please

Vote against this proposal for the sake of what is right and humane.

Mary McAdam
TX 75209-3118
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This move would encourage criminal behavior due to the injustice of these requirements. This is a corporate driven, de-stabilizing move in my opinion.

Jan McCabe
Texarkana, TX 75503
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Leigh Leslie
Odessa, TX 79762
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Nick Lester
San Antonio, TX 78247
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Kacy Levesque
Angleton, TX 77515
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Larry Lew
Houston, TX 77096
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Wayne Lewis
Lubbock, TX 79424
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Rev Lewis
Manor, TX 78653
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

i. lewis
Lubbock, TX 79424
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is beyond disgusting, and every adult involved must know it.

Christopher McCamic
Rochester, NY 14607
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

i think inmates have a right to personal visits! The families struggle as it is, don't make it harder for them.

Amy McCann
Salt Lake City, UT 84128
United States

Stop making money off of prisoners! Stop for profit prisons or any for profit service. It would be a good service if it were voluntary and not in place of in-person visits.

Patricia McElhenny
Houston, TX 77072
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Hailey Lewis
Fort Worth, TX 76137
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Mara Lewis
San Angelo, TX 76904
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jean Leyendecker
Beeville, TX 78102
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Debi Liggett
La Porte, TX 77571
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Pat Ligon
Spring, TX 77381
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

William Lindley
Houston, TX 77092
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Kenton Lindley
Spring, TX 77381
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

My father was in federal prison for 12 years and still had an active role in my life because of our visits. I can't imagine what my life would be like to say if he not only was away for that amount of time but if I wasn't able to see him, or give him a hug.

McKenna McIntosh
Austin, TX 78734
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I hate the fact that this company is trying to make a profit. A lot of families won't be able to afford the expensive process and they are the ones that will be hurt by this!

Cheri McKee
Amarillo, TX 79109
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Banning in person prison visits is despicable. If Corporations are people then this Corporation, Securus should be put in jail and given no in person visits.

Mo McMorrow
Austin, TX 78737
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jo Linker
Garland, TX 75044
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Marc Lionetti
Austin, TX 78745
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Michelle Lischka
Austin, TX 78741
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Marilyn Listander
Round Rock, TX 78681
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Andy Litterski
El Paso, TX 79924
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Charlie Llewellyn
Blanco, TX 78606
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Carl Lloyd
San Antonio, TX 78227-1931
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Beverly Mealy
Plano, TX 75023
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Profiteering at the expense of inmates is reprehensible.

Robert Mick
Austin, TX 78758
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is outrageous. Just more of the $$$$$ mentality that is rampant these day.

Marilyn Mick
San Antonio, TX 78239
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Bethany Lo
Plano, TX 75025
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mark Lo
Houston, TX 77081
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Richard Lochner
Dallas, TX 75214
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Deborah Locke
Livingston, TX 77399
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Hardy Loe
TX 77098
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Martin Lombard
Plano, TX 75075
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sophialoner@yahoo.com Loner
Lawrenceville, GA 30044
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I have loved ones in prison & i dont belive in what these folks trying to do by forcing video visitation
Yvonne Miramontes
Fort Worth, TX 76126
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I'm signing because this is just one more corrupt idea that needs to be stopped. As if prison inmates don't already get treated like shit.
Alex Mixson
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? You cannot keep me from visiting my son! He is in prison because a wacko, bi-polar, manic depressed woman was trying to hack him up with a Samari sword and he got horrible representation now you are trying to take his right to see his parents! Bull Shit! Where is the justice!
Karen Monroe
Spicewood, TX 78669
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Because it does appear to be nothing but a profit ploy.

Daniel Moore
Houston, TX 77018
United States

I sign this petition because 'cruel and unusual punishment' is prohibited in the Constitution on which America was founded. No amount of corporate profit can make clean the 'cruel and unusual' exploitation of a captive population and their families.

Thomas Mora
Leander, TX 78641
United States

Seeing family is part of rehabilitating....gives prisoners a reason to behave. Families shouldn't suffer and not see loved ones.

Krispy morrow
Austin, TX 78735
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I know how important these visits are for the family that is missing their loved one and for the one who is in prison. I'm sorry but high tech does not take the place of the actual personal contact. Prison populations would be hardly to handle and families on the outside would suffer more.

Elaine Moss
Bend, OR 97701
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? Its inhumane

Judy Muehr
Magnolia, TX 77354
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Big business should not make these choices in our personal lives. ALL Humans have rights, even those incarcerated and their Families!

Melissa Munson
Hunt, TX 78024
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Steve Lucas
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Erica Luckstead
TX 78729-3630
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Mary Ludahl
Lubbock, TX 79410
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Robert Ludwig
Frisco, TX 75035
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Mary Luketich
Dripping Springs, TX 78620-4281
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Stacy Lull
League City, TX 77573
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Pamela Luton
Austin, TX 78737
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

prison is void of closeness and they deserve to at least hug their families

Brenda Myers
Lampasas, TX 76550
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

i have been in prison and I have family in prison. These visits are so important and most can't afford to pay to visit.

Tiffany Nall
Amarillo, TX 79121
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I'm signing because I've personally dealt with Securus and have learned the exorbitant rates they'll charge so you can see your loved incarcerated ones only through a screen. SecurusTech has no right to come in between people for their own profit. Securus is a dirty, greedy corporation.

Murtaza Nek
Missouri City, TX 77459
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Kevin Lynch
Aubrey, TX 76227
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Sydney Lyon
Denton, TX 76201
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Monya Lyon
Livingston, TX 77351
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Emma Lyons
Frisco, TX 75035
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Robert Lyons
Dallas, TX 75206
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Ginny M
Azle, TX 76020
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Asai M
Austin, TX 78746
United States

Why are you signing this petition? I am signing this because this is flat out wrong. Some of those people only have these visits to look forward to.

Erika Nelson
Spring Branch, TX 78070
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

let families really connect to each other face to face!!!!!

Linda Nenno
Austin, TX 78745
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Prison is hard enough, why make it harder?

Frank Noble
Anna, TX 75409
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I am against efforts to turn government functions over to private companies, which is done more to enhance the owner's income than to save tax dollars. Personal visits have been shown to reduce recidivism. The same has not been shown to be true of video 'chats.' Do not be misled by corporate marketing doublespeak. This is not a good idea for the County, the inmates, the families, or the victims. It exists only to enhance corporate profits. In other words, there is no good reason to contract for this 'service.' Thank you.

Rich Noyes
McKinney, TX 75070
United States

This concept is disgraceful. Family bonds have proven to reduce recidivism rates.

Michele Oliver
Winter Park, FL 32792
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Daphne Mair-Miley
Spring, TX 77380
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Frank Mallalieu
Laredo, TX 78041
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Alicia Malloy
Santa Fe, TX 77510
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jorge Mancha
San Antonio, TX 78229
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Donna Mancuso
Bryan, TX 77808
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Shamsa Mangalji
Bunker Hill Village, TX 77024
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Hunter Mangrum
Pflugerville, TX 78660
United States

People need one on one interactions with loved ones. They are incarcerated already, they are doing their time. Why strip away basic interaction. I believe this will cause a violent environment to be become a more violent hostile environment.

Katherine ostarly
Covington, LA 70435
United States

Why are you signing this petition? Really, you would force families to use expensive video conference software instead of allowing face to face visits? Shame on you!!

Nick Owen
Addison, TX 75001
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Raj Mankad
Houston, TX 77098
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jon Mann
Austin, TX 78726
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Nicole Manning
San Antonio, TX 78244
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Richard Mannix
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Lorraine Manon
Katy, TX 77450
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Rozalyn Mansfield
Huntsville, TX 77320
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Amber Manske
San Antonio, TX 78232
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Becuse iam part of the poor comunity and that will hurt aloft of people finaciauly

Sabino Padilla
TX 76006
United States

Why are you signing this petition? Because its wrong in more ways than one. We as family members deserve to have the right to be able to have contact visits especially for the children's sake. They need to be able to see and touch and hug there incarcerated parent. Also by cutting the inmates completely off from the public in my opinion will cause them to be more frustrated etc and more fights etc will break out. Not to mention most people don't have and or can't afford internet that it would take for video visits. Again on internet its not that great and would have plenty of bad connections ive heard pleanty of people in other states complain because during there video visits it freezes etc also they have the option to either use video visits or go to visit in person. I could go on and on why this us a very very bad idea... I strongly advise you to

Vote against this.

Velvet Parsons
Bryan, TX 77801
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Several years ago, when I served as a Protective Services Social Worker for the L.A. County DPSS, I observed at first hand how such visits were a blessing to inmates' families, and an inspiration for the inmates themselves to 'clean up their acts.'

Jeanette Passty
San Antonio, TX 78203-2098
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? Because this is opportunism at its worst. We need to support in person visits so that the rate of recidivism goes down, not up. Figure out how to do that instead of supporting a corporation.

Rebecca Pate
Houston, TX 77098
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

The purpose of the prison system is to rehabilitate and release back into society most of the prisoners in the system. It is a system already supported by taxpayers. Why are the same tax payers paying being extorted when trying to keep in touch with loved ones. This is a double taxation situation. It is not only the inmates being effected but the tax paying family members. Those family members already struggling with the lose of a bread winner, child care giver, partner, etc.

Samantha Pehl
Dublin, TX 76446
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Quit with the business profits for prisons. Downsize and close!

R Perez
Austin, TX 78758
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

William Martin
Laredo, TX 78043
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Gregory Martin
College Station, TX 77845-7308
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Dhawn Martin
San Antonio, TX 78240
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Barbara Martin
Jacksonville, TX 75766
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Mary Martin
Austin, TX 78745
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

JoAnn Martin
Pineland, TX 75968
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Morris Martin
Denton, TX 76201
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jesus told us to visit people in jail.

Jill Peterson
Warrenville, SC 29851
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Profiting off of prisoners and/or their families and friends is abhorrent, immoral, and Dallas County should NOT contract with Securus unless they want to provide the service for free as a good corporate citizen.

Jeffrey Pickett
Houston, TX 77043-4718
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Rene Martinez
TX 77531
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Nancy Martinez
McAllen, TX 78501
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Robert Martino
Dallas, TX 75287
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

John Mason
San Antonio, TX 78213-3404
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Michele Mason
Waco, TX 76708
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Nita Mason
Lubbock, TX 79407
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Wendy Mathis
TX 78752-2128
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

If Dallas County Commissioners ban visitation, they will be opening the door to lawsuits that will cost the citizens and taxpayers. Also, it is cruel to the families, who are not under sentence, to bear yet another cost. Most of the families are already struggling financially because they lost a wage-earner.

Sally Pietropaolo
TX 77009-1306
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I think families are important to all of us, especially those in prison.

Patricia Pilgrim
Mineral Wells, TX 76067
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

As a Mom had to visit son's in jail. so important for contact visits. Rosana Price

Rosana Price
Austin, TX 78729
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Corporations are making entirely too much money on prison populations. This is inhumane and is another way of placing for-profit corporations ahead of humane policies for prisoners and their families.

Nancy Pridgen
Universal City, TX 78148
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is so wrong in so many ways! What else will they take? Enough is Enough!

Julie Pursell
Springville, IN 47462
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

i have loved ones incarcerated

Angel Quiroz
Harlingen, TX 78550
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is nothing more than outright greed and corporate profiteering off the poorest people in society. Sure, most prisoners are there because they've broken laws, but they need human contact for psychological and social well-being. If you are concerned about recidivism and rehabilitation (and ultimately our society), then you'll vote against Securus.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Please don't punish the families of prisoners. This is obviously Securus trying to make more money. Greedy!!

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

There is no substitute for human contact. This would be extremely cruel punishment.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Michelle McClendon
Austin, TX 78745
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Lenora McCroskey
Denton, TX 76205
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
George McDill
San Antonio, TX 78216
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sara McDonald
Dallas, TX 75229
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jim McElroy
Austin, TX 78757
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
James Mcfarland
Austin, TX 78757
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Dave McGarraugh
San Antonio, TX 78232
United States

Family visits are an important part of reducing recidivism. These are human beings and they need to occasionally have the warmth of human kindness unless your goal is to turn them into monsters. Dumb move Texas.

Michelle Ravell
Las Vegas, NV 89108
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
because its not right. Prisoners and Family need Contact in person

Teresa ray
Indianapolis, IN 46240
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
In person visits provide more comfort to families than a video visit. Offer video visit options to out of state or elderly visitors.

Jean Richards
Greenfield, CA 93927
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Will McGonnell
Plano, TX 75093
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Mary McGraw
Plano, TX 75023
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Thomas McGraw
TX 75025
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Victoria Rockwood
San Antonio, TX 78207
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Because this is nothing but greed at its finest!
Absolutely disgusting!

Elizabeth Rodarte
Austin, TX 78728
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I believe they need family supporting them while serving time.

Edward Rodrigues
San Antonio, TX 78245-2010
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Alan McLemore
TX 77706-5026
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Krystle McMurry
Plano, TX 75075
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Michael McMurtrey
Carrollton, TX 75007
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Neil McQueen
Corpus Christi, TX 78418
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Colby McQuillin
TX 75065-2311
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Robert Rogers
Angleton, TX 77515
United States

Because Securus is a corrupt corporation. For-profit prisons are corrupt. And the Dallas County Commissioners are corrupt if they don't stop this. We have the wrong criminals in jail. Is this a Christian country? What would Jesus say about this?

Ann Roos
Inez, TX 77968
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is a vulgar and shamelessly obvious attempt to increase their huge profit margins and exploit the innocent families of incarcerated people. It further tramples on the basic rights of prisoners and their loved ones and should be recognized and called out for exactly these things. You must do the right thing and DENY this contract.

Sheila Rosart  
TX 78734-5227  
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This proposed rule sounds absolutely ridiculous and inhumane to me.

Patricia Rosenblad  
TX 78704-4524  
United States
expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Vince Mendieta
Austin, TX 78745
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Aja Mendoza
Arlington, TX 76017
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
David Mendoza
Corpus Christi, TX 78414
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ana Menendez
San Antonio, TX 78229
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Meera Mennies
College Station, TX 77845
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Brian Merlo
TX 75248-1782
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Tamara Messer
Elba, AL 36323
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Prisoners are human beings and should have contact with family; they need in-person visits, and not be forced to use outrageously expensive phone calls. Securus should be banned!

Sue Rosenzweig
Houston, TX 77077-5282
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is a pitiful idea that has only the enrichment of Securus at the expense of keeping inmates, most of whom will return to their homes and families, from maintaining relationships with their loved ones. I know there are some 'bad players' involved in jails and that there are families who would seek to support continued criminal activity. But this plan appears to target all inmates....not a good idea at all.

Linda Ross
Desoto, TX 75115
United States
calls.
Scott Messick
Conroe, TX 77384-3727
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Ari Meyer
TX 78735-6654
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Elizabeth Meyer
Lubbock, TX 79414
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Nora Meyer
, nw52jd
United Kingdom

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Edwin Michael
Hurst, TX 76054-2254
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Paul Middleton
TX 75152-8053
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Conner Miers
Austin, TX 78758
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Adrian Ruiz
El Paso, TX 79907
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

A company should not be allowed to profit, by limiting family members outside the prisons walls from communicating with their family who are inmates.

Carlisa Rushin
Fort Worth, TX 76120
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I work in criminal defense and THIS is Ludacris!

Victoria Rusk
Houston, TX 77091
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Because I believe in justice over corporate profits

Aletha SaintRomain
Austin, TX 78756-3915
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is clearly cruel and unjust. Keeping people from their loved ones and caring human contact is inhumane. These people are 'criminals', but still people nonetheless. They hardly get anything to look forward to anyway.

Johnny Sanchez
Austin, TX 78734
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? Because I think we should get rid of all 'private' prisons that run for profit for any reason---phones or not. Nobody should be making a profit from prisons, period!!

Dolly Schertz
New Braunfels, TX 78130-2541
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Just as a newborn thrives due to human touch so do all individuals. Why deny a child the right to touch their parents? Why cage people away from human contact? Are we not seeking to return them to society? Allow all people to be humans, not caged animals.

Stevi Schmidt-Marks
Springport, MI 49284
United States

The saving grace of prisoners is the loving contact with families that are there for them in the flesh. It's important for the morale of the inmates and the safety of the guards that the closest personal contact be allowed. If there is a charge for Securus program, as I assume there is, it's just one more indignity to the to both the inmates and their families. Incarceration may be needed, but so is compassion.

Ruth Seeliger
TX 77025-1112
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Because it is ridiculous to cut off all positive human contact. I understand prisons are for profit businesses. I understand keeping people in prison is a money making proposition. Having said that there are moral reasons why this is SO WRONG! And we in this country need to stand up and say no to these corporations! Allowing families to visit, prisoners allowed to kiss and hug their kids and spouses will only remind them what is waiting for them on the outside. Why they want to get out. Securus needs to be stopped. And even if you are thinking that the prisoners don't really have a right to see their family, don't their families have a right to see the prisoner? When did this country become so damn cold-hearted?

Laurie Seligman
San Antonio, TX 78279
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I'm signing this because this company will only serve to punish the families of the prisoners. They are not guilty of anything and have suffered enough. To make a profit off these families is simply wrong.

Glenna Shenas
Whitewright, TX 75491-8614
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Because I find this idea disgusting if not down right inhumane. Nothing will ever take the place of in person visits.

Diana Simone
Granbury, TX 76049
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

If the company's claim is that they want to make visits *easier* to obtain, why are they not instead offering their services *in addition* to physical visits?

Katie Simpson
Richardson, TX 75080
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? Family time in prison is most important do you people not care what if it was your loved one mom, dad, wife, husband, son etc....

Cathi Singledecker
Columbus, OH 43207
United States

This is just another inhuman brainchild of a corporation who wants to make more money for their shareholders. ONLY IN USA!!

Bjorn Sjogren
TX 78212-4022
United States

because this is obscene and inconscionable!!!

Robin Skruhak
Austin, TX 78729-7548
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Angela Morrell
Fort Worth, TX 76116
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Elizabeth Morris
San Antonio, TX 78258
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Gloria Morrison
Pecos, TX 79772-4702
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Chad Morton
Dallas, TX 75206
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Alyssa Morton
Frisco, TX 75035
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sam Mosholder
Dickinson, TX 77539
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Emily Mount
Dallas, TX 75206
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
I have had loved ones in prison!
Katherine Smith
Haltom City, TX 76117
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
This is one of the most asanine things I have ever heard of and I also think it is illegal and unconstitutional.
Marta Smith
Sanger, TX 76266
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
I am tired on corporations forcing people into situations that they can't afford just because they want more profits because of their Greed! This isn't right!!
Sheila Smith-Ramirez
San Antonio, TX 78205
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? prisons should NOT be run for profit, then you end up with people who don't belong so someone make a buck - no private company should have a say, or pay off, the government to run our prison system - period

Diane Spangler
TX 75044-5551
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

There is no reason we need to ban I person visits. If you want to add the securos fine. But you can't ban contact!

John Spencer
Paradise, TX 76073
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I loath evil corporations and I don't want them to get what they want.

Brian St. John
Spicewood, TX 78669
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.  
Faith Murray-Taylor  
Houston, TX 77077  
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.  
Elizabeth Murrell  
Freeport, TX 77541  
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.  
Tracy Musgrove  
Canton, TX 75103  
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.  
Anita Musick  
Dallas, TX 75208  
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.  
Priscilla Mustin  
Nacogdoches, TX 75961  
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.  
Michael Myers  
Fort Worth, TX 76108  
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.  
Kern Myers  
Price, TX 75687  
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I believe people deserve to visit in person, so they'll know someone's there for them.

Lena Stange  
Hamilton, TX 76531  
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

People in prison are humans too. If anything, video conferences should be another option next to in person visitation.

Grace Stanley  
Austin, TX 78735  
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

It is inhumane to deny prisoners visits with family.

Cynthia Stauffer  
Canyon Lake, TX 78133  
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Paul Myers
Lubbock, TX 79414
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jerry Mylius
Austin, TX 78741-3707
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Tariq Nakhooda
Allen, TX 75013
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

John Nance
Dallas, TX 75219-1202
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Ahmed Naqvi
Sugar Land, TX 77478
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Emily Narayan
TX 78744-6705
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Julia Strawn
TX 78744-6705
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I think this deserves your attention...

Charles Thompson
Arlington, TX 76013
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Liz Nash
Austin, TX 78759
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Terence Nathan
TX V8V3Y6
Canada

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Bobby Nazem
Austin, TX 78741
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Cynthia Nefstad
Scurry, TX 75158
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Eileen Nehiley
Houston, TX 77070
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Scott Nepple
Austin, TX 78751
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kevin Nessle
Austin, TX 78745
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
This is simply the wrong decision--not only for the prisoners, but also for their families. It is especially awful to do this to children. There is not a price you can put on the lives of these children and the impact your decision will have. Do both, Dallas County Commissioners, expect Securus to do both. They can afford to do this. I think keeping families connected actually has benefits to Securus in terms of managing people and anger. Securus does not need to make more money. Do what's right for individuals and families not what's more profitable for Securus. D

Nancy Thompson
Universal City, TX 78148
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Our son is incarcerated, and I feel our visits have fostered a better relationship with him than would be possible with just phone, letter, and video communication. The phone calls are terrifically expensive, so we aren't able to talk often.

Debra Thomson
Allen, TX 75002
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? I am far more interested in helping inmates mental and emotional well being than I am in helping Securus's already obscene bottom line.

Scott Thomson
Allen, TX 75002
United States

Securus has taken greed to a new level--punishing poor and impoverished families. Enough--Securus--we are fighting back!!

Melody Thoren
Belvidere, IL 61008
United States

This is a bunch of crap!! The families need the visits with contact as much as the offenders do. It is proven that behavior is better with contact visits. Let's get real people!!

Kathy Torres
Enumclaw, WA 98022
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Thomas Nieland
Alamo, TX 78516
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Carol Niemi
Houston, TX 77054
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Mark Norman
Austin, TX 78735
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Stephenie Nunn
Austin, TX 78753
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Kevin O'Byrne
Laredo, TX 78041
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Lynn O'Shea
LA 70119-3432
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Lois O'Briant
Hempstead, TX 77445-8282
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Why are you signing this petition? I don't agree with the idea!

Josephine Trahan
Houston, TX 77011
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Prison is hard enough without banning visits.

Nancy Turnbough
Grand Prairie, TX 75050
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Children need to see and touch their mothers/fathers. Videos visit will hurt the families more than they already are.

Sarah Tuttle
Poquoson, VA 23662
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Elizabeth O'Dear
Bellaire, TX 77401
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Dave ODell
Dallas, TX 75205-5412
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Joe Oldham
San Antonio, TX 78250
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Catherine Oleksiw
Plano, TX 75093
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Tyler Olsen
Austin, TX 78759
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Steve Orelup
TX 77084-5987
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Michael Orloff
Martindale, TX 78655
United States

They are already away from the families, now you want to take away what physical contact they have with the outside world so a company can profit off of them even more? Come on, really? The poor are not getting any breaks, and why should their children suffer anymore for their actions then they already are?

ACLU Supporter Unknown
Killeen, TX 76543
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Because it's ridiculous and surreal. Next we know, a big company will try to charge us for sunlight and air.

Rob V.
Arlington, TX 76002
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Securus is monopolizing TDCJ phone calls, and it needs to be stopped. Other companies need to be given the opportunity to compete for business. With only Securus as an option they continue to charge outrageous prices because they know they can. Customers have no choices or options.

Linda Valdez
Houston, TX 77034
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

My husband's unit doesn't have video visits so what would we do it is not fair to the families who do not have phones and Internet access just leave things the way they are

Brandy Villarreal
La Feria, TX 78559
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Dailla Ouâ—É
Carrollton, TX 75010
France

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Daniel Overton
Houston, TX 77049
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jamie Owens
Houston, TX 77006
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Daisy Owens
Little Elm, TX 75068
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Vanesa p
Mansfield, TX 76063
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Andrés Pacheco
Keller, TX 76248
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Thais Padua
El Paso, TX 79934
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Genie Vincent
New Braunfels, TX 78132
United States

Exploiting the prison population by forcing prisoner family members and friends to use expensive phone service is inhumane. Visitation should be free and open. Phone service should be allowed through the service of person making contact with no service charged should be added.

William Walker
TX 77006
United States

Because this is both morally and ethically wrong.

James Walker’
New Braunfels, TX 78132-2709
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Melissa Page
TX 76209-8065
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Aimee Pallozzi
Austin, TX 78757
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

R Palm
Dripping Springs, TX 78620
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Ryan Palmer
Wylie, TX 75098
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Michael Palmer
Rio Hondo, TX 78583
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Anup Pandey
TX 78741-7527
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Haley Pannell
Kerrville, TX 78028
United States

My husband is incarcerated in New York state where we enjoy the privilege of contact visits and overnight family visits. This is very important for the rehabilitation of offenders. A strong family support system is key for recidivism.

Joanne Walsh
Lima, OH 45804
United States

For profit prisons lead to longer sentences.

K Ward
Dallas, TX 75217
United States

letting a inmate receive in person visitation helps them and their family stay connected. A father hold their child or a wife hug her husband telephone visitation should not be acceptable. I VOTE NO FIR TELEPHONE VISITSTION.

Erica Watson
Chicago Heights, IL 60411
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

It doesn't matter what the reasoning is, no one should EVER be banned from receiving personal visits when incarcerated. Not everyone in prison is a bad person.

Craig Waugh
Plano, TX 75023
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I want to visit my loved one in person not video!

Donna Webb
Lubbock, TX 79423
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Do not block the ability to restrict in-person visits.

Phillip Weimer
Houston, TX 77057
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Lonnie Patterson
Princeton, TX 75407
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Audrey Patton
TX 77840
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Maurica Payne
Fort Worth, TX 76109
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Robert Payne
North Richland Hills, TX 76180
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Grace Payne
Austin, TX 78703
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Michael Paynter
Austin, TX 78749
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Beth Peal
TX 77083-3400
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Grandson in prison

Linda Wellman
Winnie, TX 77665
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Everyone deserves the option to see their families in person.

Barbara Wenstrup
Dallas, TX 75243
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

A person in prison may have violated the law and, in some cases, it may have been an egregious violation of the law. However, that prisoner is still a human being and, as such, is entitled to certain inalienable rights under our federal constitution. This contract would seek to strip prisoners of these rights and, therefore, cannot be allowed.

Courtney White
TN 38111-5805
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

they are people who need human contact

Judy Wiley
Angleton, TX 77515
United States

People cannot afford another bill. If they want to use much of their valuable time to see their loved ones behind bars then let it be.

Larry Wilfong
Houston, TX 77070
United States

This is more division between the haves and the have nots! I do not need to use this but who knows some one I know may need it.

Quinta Wilkinson
Wichita Falls, TX 76302
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Laura Perez
Dallas, TX 75214
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

EV Perez
San Antonio, TX 78229
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Amancio Perez
Denton, TX 76201
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Katie Perkins
Fort Hood, TX 76544
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Joel Perkins
Denton, TX 76209-8350
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Karen Peterman
Austin, TX 78749
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Katie Perkins
Austin, TX 78749
United States

Because inmates do better when they return home if they have had continuous interaction with their families during their incarceration.

Deborah Willett
Analomink, PA 18320
United States

I am signing this petition because prisoners still deserve to be treated as human beings.

Jon Williams
El Paso, TX 79912
United States

Why are you signing this petition? The profit off of the criminal justice system is ethically misaligned.

Christopher Williams
TX 78702-1136
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

It is important for the families to have personal contact. I believe this is about a company trying to make money off the government.

Kathy Wilson
Houston, TX 77096
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

We need prison reform and more opportunity for humane incarceration where non violent offenders have better opportunities than to go to prison. The for-profit model of prisons is aweful.

Daryl Wise
Watsonville, CA 95076
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I think resorting to video calls over human contact to reduce crime rate is pointless and pathetic.

Brent Woodin
San Antonio, TX 78232
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Ben Platt
Lubbock, TX 79413
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jennifer Pletcher
Longview, TX 75604
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jason Poe
Lubbock, TX 79424
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Chris Pomeroy
Austin, TX 78753
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Gina Pope
Carrollton, TX 75006
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Deveeta Porter
Houston, TX 77071
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Lynette Poss
TX 78258-4661
United States

Families rarely have enough money for such calls. Do we punish them as well?

George Yost
Denton, TX 76208
United States

Because this is down right wrong.... In person visits are so very important to both families & inmates...

Myneta Young
Dearborn Heights, MI 48127
United States

This 'use the phone to talk to family and friends' is dehumanizing. A horrid way to treat human beings. Don't even go there!

Patricia Young
Dallas, TX 75209-3216
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

C. Poulter
McKinney, TX 75070
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Joyce Powell
Mesquite, TX 75149
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jasmin Power
Fort Worth, TX 76132
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Olesya Powers
TX 75040-3567
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Will Prater
Dallas, TX 75219
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Carl Pribanic
Plano, TX 75025
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Mark Pride
Sugar Land, TX 77479
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

This is about bigger profits for Securus, not the benefit of inmate's families.

Susan Young
Austin, TX 78751
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

When my son was in prison for 8 months over a horrid domestic dispute I had to use Global Tel to communicate with him. It was a nightmare. I would pay $50 and get to speak to him for 11 minutes!! It took several tries for him to get thru. Each attempt was $4. Of course the system was rigged so he could not get thru and gobble up my money. It was a nightmare. Several times they lost my deposits, etc. It was the most frustrating time of our lives. Important attorney information, court dates, etc. was lost thru that system.

Kerry Young
Drumore, PA 17518
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Anita Privett
Austin, TX 78756
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Dale Probst
TX 76306-4011
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Debby Prudhomme
Anoka, MN 55303
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Sara Psychogiou
, 81100
Greece

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jennifer Pumphrey
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Gary Putnam
Houston, TX 77009
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Aliene Pylant
Flower Mound, TX 75028
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I find the Texas prison system inhumane and apparently on the verge of becoming even more so.

Cathy
San Juan, TX 78589
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Person to person contact is important.

Hannah
Houston, TX 77008
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Visits help inmates. They need contact

Marsha
Oldsmar, FL 34677
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Heather R.
College Station, TX 77840
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
N R.
Sugar Land, TX 77479
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
taylor Rachel
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Denise Radcliffe
San Antonio, TX 78251
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
P Ragan
Wimberley, TX 78676
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Laurie Rager
San Antonio, TX 78217
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Stephen Ralowicz
Liverpool, TX 77577
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Justin ram
Richardson, TX 75080
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Marion Rama
Santa Ana, CA 92704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Juan Ramblas
Houston, TX 77040
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ruby Ramirez
El Paso, TX 79932
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Carina Ramirez
El Paso, TX 79907
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Shelly Ramm
Tyler, TX 75701
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Raul Ramos
Laredo, TX 78045
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jordan Ramsey
Abilene, TX 79606
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Rita Rancken
Austin, TX 78751
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Melvin Rand
Abilene, TX 79602
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Victoria Randall
Houston, TX 77021
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Natalie Randle
Austin, TX 78744
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Bob Rankin
TX 78749-4101
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Norma Raymond
TX 78209
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Cathy Reahard
Lebanon, IN 46052
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jessica Reams
Crowley, TX 76036
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sarah Reardon
San Antonio, TX 78227
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Nancy Rebal
Dallas, TX 75208
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Laura Redenbaugh
San Antonio, TX 78249
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Annabeth Reeb
Fort Worth, TX 76107
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Robert Reece
Dallas, TX 75209-3935
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Yari Reed
Austin, TX 78737
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Alexander Reedy
Round Rock, TX 78665
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Stephanie Reid
Richmond, TX 77406
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sarah Reid
San Angelo, TX 76901
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Susan Reid
Houston, TX 77007
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ana reign
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Tom Reissig
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Katie Remis
Houston, TX 77098
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Chris Remshaw
Mansfield, TX 76063
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Liz Rentner
Austin, TX 78749
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Maurice Restivo
Angleton, TX T6H 5M3
Canada

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
James Retherford
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Joseph Reyna
Corpus Christi, TX 78411
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mike Reyna
Dallas, TX 75209
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kaileen Reynolds
Mission, TX 78574-5024
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Herman Rhein
South Padre Island, TX 78597
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jacqueline Rhinehart
Houston, TX 77009
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Giorgio Riccio
Houston, TX 77006
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Rich Rice
Houston, TX 77018
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
J Richards
Austin, TX 78723
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mark Richards
San Antonio, TX 78217
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Teri Richardson
Katy, TX 77450
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
David Richardson
Mount Pleasant, TX 75455
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mary Richardson
Houston, TX 77088
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Erich Richter
Pasadena, TX 77504
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ryan Riebeling
Katy, TX 77450
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Laura Riggs
San Antonio, TX 78247
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Arden Riordan
Austin, TX 78750
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Karita Ripple
Grand Prairie, TX 75051
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Priscilla RITCHEY
El Paso, TX 79930
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Maru Rivero
Spring, TX 77382
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Stacy Roberts
Dallas, TX 75227
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mark Roberts
Houston, TX 77020-6042
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Peggy Roberts
Lubbock, TX 79411
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jimmy Roberts-Miller
Austin, TX 78757
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Edrea Robertson
Magnolia, TX 77354
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Laura Robertson
Austin, TX 78749
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Bridget Robertson
Addison, TX 75001
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Linda Robinson
Mansfield, TX 76063
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

tarrarobinson@hotmail.com
Robinson
Austin, TX 78748
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Donald Robinson
Onalaska, TX 77360
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Kristen Robinson
Richardson, TX 75080
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Aeriel Robinson
Sabine Pass, TX 77655
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Enia Robles
McKinney, TX 75071
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jenna Rockett
Addison, TX 75001
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Ron Rodgers
Austin, TX 78742-2437
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Lucia Rodriguerz
Houston, TX 77087-3516
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Leslie Rodrigues
Desoto, TX 75115
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Ayrton Rodriguez
Tomball, TX 77375
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Madeline Rodriguez
Floresville, TX 78114
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Nelda Rodriguez
San Antonio, TX 78253
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Erin Rodriguez
TX 78664-7139
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Oralia Rodriguez
Katy, TX 77450
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Ariana Rodriguez
Kyle, TX 78640
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Gary Rogers
Abilene, TX 79606
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Joe Rogers
Austin, TX 78768
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Janice Rogers
Port Arthur, TX 77643
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kevin Rolfes
Austin, TX 78737
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mikey Rollins
Conroe, TX 77385
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Megan Roman
El Paso, TX 79924
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Stephanie Romero
Beaumont, TX 77706
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Addie Romo
Georgetown, TX 78628
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Alexandria Romo
Austin, TX 78731
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Terry Roper
College Station, TX 77840-2842
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Bonnie Rose
Arlington, TX 76001
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
David Rosenblad
Austin, TX 78748
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mike Ross
Houston, TX 77062
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Suzanne Rosten
Cibolo, TX 78108
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Leigh Rowan
Spicewood, TX 78669
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
PE Ruben V. Valdez
El Paso, TX 79912
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Javier Rubio
El Paso, TX 79936
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jack Rudisail
Jacksonville, TX 75766
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Linda Rudolph
Houston, TX 77080
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jerry Ruiz
TX 79934
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Chris Ruiz
Austin, TX 78704-0107
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Michael Rulon
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
United States
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Russell</td>
<td>Boston, MA 2114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itala Rutter</td>
<td>TX 78043-4464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Ryder</td>
<td>Corpus Christi, TX 78411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dale Ryder</td>
<td>San Marcos, TX 78666-4630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Rye</td>
<td>Austin, TX 78702</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marty Rynearson</td>
<td>Dallas, TX 75218</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy S</td>
<td>Cleburne, TX 76031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Sabel</td>
<td>Austin, TX 78751</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Saint-Clair</td>
<td>Austin, TX 78746</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Sakulenzki</td>
<td>Austin, TX 78745</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Salazar</td>
<td>San Antonio, TX 78217</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Salazar</td>
<td>The Colony, TX 75056</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Salerno</td>
<td>Houston, TX 77092</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim Sanborn</td>
<td>Mayville, WI 53050</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuel Sanchez</td>
<td>Laredo, TX 78046</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jennifer Sanchez
Grand Prairie, TX 75052
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Saul Sanchez
Cedar Hill, TX 75104-2124
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Veronica Sanchez
Austin, TX 78752
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Rosalina Sanchez
Tulare, CA 93274
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

James Sanders
San Antonio, TX 78216
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jennifer Sandifer
Rockwall, TX 75087
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Elizabeth Sands
Dallas, TX 75231
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Daniel Schaefer
Austin, TX 78704-4135
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

David Schilling
Denton, TX 76210
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jeremiah Schindler
Austin, TX 78753
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Elizabeth Schlein
Houston, TX 77027
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Lisa Schmoker
Tyler, TX 75703
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Bethanne Schneese
Georgetown, DE 19947
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

D Schoech
Arlington, TX 76012
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Rosa Scholte
Houston, TX 77006
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Sandra Scholten
Lewisville, TX 75077
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Arne schonberger
Georgetown, TX 78627
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Rev Schoonover
Fort Worth, TX 76103
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jonathan Schrauer
Austin, TX 78727
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jim Schroeder
Georgetown, TX 78626
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Dan Schulman
TX 78704-6213
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Mary Schultz
Houston, TX 77009
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Dennis Schwabe
Frisco, TX 75035
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Belinda Schwitzer
Plano, TX 75093
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Penny Scott
Arlington, TX 76015
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

I Scott
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Marilyn Scott
Austin, TX 78750
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Glenn Scott
Austin, TX 78727
United States
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amy Scott</td>
<td>TX 78245-2659</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Scott</td>
<td>Little Rock, AR 72206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Scouras</td>
<td>Lexington, TX 78947-4956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lance Seabourn</td>
<td>Dallas, TX 75206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leann Sears</td>
<td>San Angelo, TX 76901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Seay</td>
<td>Balch Springs, TX 75180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Secore</td>
<td>Westfield, MA 1085</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>City, State</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Shaw</td>
<td>Austin, TX 78704</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Shaw</td>
<td>TX 78670</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Shaw</td>
<td>Austin, TX 78731</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Sheeley</td>
<td>McKinney, TX 75070</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Sheffield</td>
<td>Austin, TX 78745</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Shelhorse</td>
<td>Cedar Hill, TX 75104</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohsen Shenas</td>
<td>Whitewright, TX 75491</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Shepherd</td>
<td>Midlothian, TX 76065</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallory Shepherd</td>
<td>Frisco, TX 75035</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Shepherd</td>
<td>Katy, TX 77494</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Sherrill</td>
<td>Southlake, TX 76092</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Shine</td>
<td>Tampa, FL 33617</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Shoilekov</td>
<td>San Antonio, TX 78230</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saad Siddiqui</td>
<td>Arlington, TX 76002</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Sikora</td>
<td>TX 78628-7624</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Sills</td>
<td>TX 75205</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morey Silverman</td>
<td>San Antonio, TX 78209</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doug Simmer</td>
<td>TX 78751-4615</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacey Simmons</td>
<td>San Antonio, TX 78217-3225</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger Simmons</td>
<td>Houston, TX 77083</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annemarie Simmons</td>
<td>Round Rock, TX 78680</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sara Simon-Behrnes
Dallas, TX 75218-1232
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Margaret Simons
TX 77008-6624
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Christina Simpson
TX 78733-5715
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Marshall Simpson
Austin, TX 78758
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Aurrielle Simpson
Park Forest, IL 60466
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Lisa Singer
Austin, TX 78747
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Claud Sisk
Cleburne, TX 76033
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Steve Sivley
Austin, TX 78705
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
April Sizemore
Dallas, TX 75214
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
David Skelton
Woodway, TX 76712
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Erika Skobel
Temple, TX 76504
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Darren Slatten
Scheritz, TX 78154
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Brenda Smaniottto
Katy, TX 77450
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Crystal Smart
San Angelo, TX 76905
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Matthew Smiley
Deer Park, TX 77536
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Randy Smith
Austin, TX 78752-3922
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Rob Smith
Houston, TX 77035
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Andrea Smith
Euless, TX 76040
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kristi Smith
Coppell, TX 75019
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Tayler Smith
Austin, TX 78753
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
William Smith
Round Rock, TX 78664
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
M Smith
Houston, TX 77002
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jennifer Smith
Dallas, TX 75252
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mary Smith
Midlothian, TX 76065
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jennifer Smith
Houston, TX 77006-5323
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Marsha Smith
Houston, TX 77096
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jay Smith
Rockwall, TX 75087
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Megan Smith
Laredo, TX 78046
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ray Smith
Houston, TX 77070
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Justin Smith
Austin, TX 78731
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Chase Smith
Grapevine, TX 76051
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Michael Smith
TX 76016-5428
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Susan Smylie
Floresville, TX 78114
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Greta Snow
Lewisville, TX 75057
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Cameron Snow
Austin, TX 78741
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Maria Solis
League City, TX 77573
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Erin Sones
Burleson, TX 76028
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Gilbert Sotelo
Del Rio, TX 78840
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jim Soto
El Paso, TX 79925
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Carlos Soto
San Antonio, TX 78258
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Corina Soto
San Antonio, TX 78249
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Randy Southers
TX 78757-7815
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Connie Sparks
Rockwall, TX 75032
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Eleanor Specht
Lubbock, TX 79416-3110
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
C Spell
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Billy Spellings
Bakersfield, CA 93389
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Matthew Spellman
Tyler, TX 75701
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Marsha Spence
Crowley, TX 76036-2706
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Stacy Spicak
Waco, TX 76706
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Diana Sprinkle
Austin, TX 78731
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Conner Sproat
Carrollton, TX 75010
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Emma Squires
Irving, TX 75060-6040
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
James St.Clair
Richardson, TX 75080
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sam Stabler
Beaumont, TX 77710
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
George Staff
Georgetown, TX 78626
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
George Staff
Beaumont, TX 77710
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Stacy Steck
Enterprise, AL 36330
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Brett Stahl
Dallas, TX 75248
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Pamela Stanford
Saint Augustine, FL 32086
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Hannah Stanton
Dallas, TX 75207
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Robbie Stapleton
Wylie, TX 75098
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Lauren Stark
Austin, TX 78748
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Marjorie Steakley
Dallas, TX 75206
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Stacy Steck
Enterprise, AL 36330
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Carlene Steel
Leander, TX 78641-8681
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Frances Steinman
Austin, TX 78735
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Garrick Stephens
Marfa, TX 79843
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Angelina Stephens
North Richland Hills, TX 76182
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Edmond Stephenson
Houston, TX 77080
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Will Stevens
Addison, TX 75001
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Sean Stevens
Dallas, TX 75226
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Christi Stevens
Austin, TX 78751
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Elva Stewart
TX 78832-0981
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Sharron Stewart
Lake Jackson, TX 77566
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

ME Stewart
The Colony, TX 75056
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Ryan Stickney
Houston, TX 77030
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Gary Stier
Austin, TX 78737
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Carol Stine
Horseshoe Bay, TX 78657
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Arretta Stivers
Round Rock, TX 78665
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Linda Stock
Webster, TX 77598
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Tanesha Stoker
Marshall, TX 75670
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Lynn Stokes
TX 78006
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

David Stokes
Austin, TX KY16 0UD
United Kingdom

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

William Stone
Austin, TX 78757
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jane Stotts
Hutchinson, KS 67502
United States
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Stout</td>
<td>Houston, TX 77057</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Strandtmann</td>
<td>TX 78656-0182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martina Strbuncelj</td>
<td>TX 77008-2558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Stremmel</td>
<td>New Braunfels, TX 78130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angella Stribling</td>
<td>Houston, TX 77086</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Stringer</td>
<td>Austin, TX 78738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Stroupe</td>
<td>TX 76039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexia Strout-Dapaz</td>
<td>Fort Worth, TX 76110-1146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Stuart</td>
<td>Smithville, TX 78957</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luci Stubbs</td>
<td>Pearland, TX 77584</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jule Stupfel</td>
<td>Austin, TX 78751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Sturgill</td>
<td>Carrollton, TX 75006-6799</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariu Suarez</td>
<td>Fort Worth, TX 76123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federico Subervi</td>
<td>Austin, TX 78759</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne Sudduth</td>
<td>Dallas, TX 75228</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ski Sullivan</td>
<td>Grand Prairie, TX 75050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Sullivan</td>
<td>Weslaco, TX 78599</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Sullivent</td>
<td>Stephenville, TX 76401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Sullwold</td>
<td>Wichita Falls, TX 76309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelley Summers</td>
<td>Dallas, TX 75214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Sutton</td>
<td>Fort Worth, TX 76112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Julane Swank
Southlake, TX 76092
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Scott Swanson
Austin, TX 78704-2502
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Eric Swanson
Austin, TX 78703
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
M&ine Sweetnam
Chelmsford, MA 1824
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Stacey syvarth
Toms River, NJ 8757
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Howard Syvarth
Toms River, NJ 8757
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mprris Taggart
Houston, TX 77071-1227
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
j talbot
TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mills Tandy
TX 78722
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jonathan Tanguma
Kyle, TX 78640
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Marquita Tanner
Corpus Christi, TX 78411
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Susan Tanos
Carrollton, TX 75007
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Merima Taso
Little Elm, TX 75068
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jana Tate
Austin, TX 78713
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kristofer Tatsch
Austin, TX 78745
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
James Taylor
Plano, TX 75093
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Nanette Taylor
Houston, TX 77006
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Tim Taylor
Austin, TX 78727
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Laura Taylor
North Richland Hills, TX 76182
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jeffrey Taylor
TX 77845
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Siroos Teherani
Dallas, TX 75254
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**amy Tekely**
Lewisville, TX 75057
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Judy Terlik**
El Paso, TX 79901
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Beatriz Terrazas**
Southlake, TX 76092
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Jennifer tessaro**
Princeton, TX 75407
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Jimmie Thomas**
Houston, TX 77057
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Mary Thomas**
Llano, TX 78643
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Candy Thomas**
Garland, TX 75043
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Sydney Thomas**
Greenville, TX 75402
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Carol Thomas**
Katy, TX 77494
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Matt Thomas**
North Richland Hills, TX 76180
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Jessica Thomas**
Copperas Cove, TX 76522
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Ramona Thompson**
Frisco, TX 75034
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Ashleigh Thompson**
TX 79424-6446
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**William Thornton**
TX 78247-3530
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Kathy Thomas**
Laredo, TX 78043
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Ernesto Tinoco**
Dallas, TX 75227
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Beverly Tipton**
Houston, TX 77080-5208
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Mary Tisdale**
San Antonio, TX 78209
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Frank Tobias**
Post, TX 79356
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

**Carol Tobias**
Post, TX 79356-0522
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ralph Tobin
Fort Worth, TX 76103
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Brian Todd
Georgetown, TX 78628
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Linda Todd
Austin, TX 78751
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Fred Toledo
Mesquite, TX 75181
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Dean Torkelson
Cedar Park, TX 78613
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jennifer Torres
Arlington, TX 76017
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Melissa Torres
Houston, TX 77006
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Juana Torres
Houston, TX 77066
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Barbara Toynes
Austin, TX 78757
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Margaret Tracy
Houston, TX 77074
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
deborah Trapper
Dallas, TX 75204
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jean Treider
Houston, TX 77005-1925
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Norberto trejo
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Scott Trimble
Austin, TX 78748
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
J Trimble
Austin, TX 78757
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Dave Troiano
Sugar Land, TX 77478
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Chad Trombley
McKinney, TX 75070
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mary Trumble
Texas City, TX 77590
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Paul Tullis
Fort Worth, TX 76109
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ellen Tullos
TX 76549-4605
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Peter tuma
Houston, TX 77081
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Pamela Turlak
Austin, TX 78731
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Annie Turner
McKinney, TX 75071
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Amanda Turner
Fresno, CA 93722
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Zachary Turnham
Kaufman, TX 75142
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Anastacia Umanzor
Dallas, TX 75238
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

James Urban
Leddbetter, TX 78946
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Tonya Vakser
Plano, TX 75075
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Hines Vaughan
TX 76201-2120
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Francisco Vazquez
Manvel, TX 77578
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Daniel Vecino
Houston, TX 77003
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Beverly Veltman
Austin, TX 78724
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Gerardo Venegas
Laredo, TX 78041
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Maria Vick
El Paso, TX 79907
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
David Vied
San Antonio, TX 78250
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Silvia Villacorta
Dallas, TX 75218
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Danny Villarreal
Austin, TX 78748
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Karla Villicana
Cedar Hill, TX 75104
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Lynie Vinyard
Garden City, MO 64747
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Helene Vion
Houston, TX 77006
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Alexandra Vlahodimitropoulos
Austin, TX 78701
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jim Vogas
Friendswood, TX 77546-5626
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jemma Voisin
1081
New Zealand

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Roberto von Ellenrieder
San Antonio, TX 78230
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mark Vonnahme
Irving, TX 75062
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Stephen Voss
Pearland, TX 77584
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Roy Vu
Houston, TX 77098-1372
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jimmy Vukovich
Houston, TX 77079
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Lyle Waddill
TX 76856
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
September Wade
Roanoke, TX 76262
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Julie Wade
Carrollton, TX 75007
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Leslie Wake
Ottawa, KS 66067
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Glenn Wakefield
Dallas, TX 75240
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Cami Wakelin
Anna, TX 75409
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Margaret Walden
TX 77379-8550
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Troy Walker
San Antonio, TX 78247
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Paul Walker
North Richland Hills, TX 76182
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
John Walker
Dallas, TX 75204
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Josie Walker
Austin, TX 78757
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jill Wallace
TX 75230-4408
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Johnny Wallace
Cleveland, TX 77327
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Bea Wallis
Pflugerville, TX 78660
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Richard Walters
Austin, TX 78739
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Marie Walther
San Antonio, TX 78250
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
John Wamsley
Liberty Hill, TX 78642
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Christopher Warburton
Round Rock, TX 78665
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Glynna Ward
Denton, TX 76208
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Brandi Ward
Burleson, TX 76028
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Dwayne Waterman
San Antonio, TX 78217
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Shannon Wars
Humble, TX 77396
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Dwayne Waterman
San Antonio, TX 78217
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ruth Watins
College Station, TX 77840
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Judy Watkins
Denton, TX 76205
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
David Watson
Dallas, TX 75228
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Vickie Watson
San Angelo, TX 76903
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Audrey Wauson
Waco, TX 76710
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Lois Way
Fort Worth, TX 76104
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Amy Weappa
Austin, TX 78704
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Anne Weatherill
TX 78418-6808
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Dale Weathers
Dallas, TX 75244
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Valerie Webb
Hutto, TX 78634
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Angela Webb
Killeen, TX 76542
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Elmer Webb
Alice, TX 78332
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kate webster
Mansfield, TX 76063
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Erin Weinstock
Houston, TX 77288
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ivan Weissmann
Dallas, TX 75206
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kelly Wellman
College Station, TX 77840
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Gloria Wells
Georgetown, TX 78633
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sam Wells
Leakey, TX 78873
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sara Wersinger
Buda, TX 78610-5118
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ed Werth
TX 75223-1239
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Kevin West
Austin, TX 78723
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Tamara West-Bray
Austin, TX 78746
United States

Jill Whalen
Houston, TX 77057
United States

Becky Wharton
TX 75422
United States

Kayci Wheatley
Austin, TX 78749
United States

David Wheeler
Austin, TX 78757
United States

Don White
Houston, TX 77096
United States

Sean White
Fort Worth, TX 76137
United States

Jennifer White
Carrollton, TX 75006
United States

Amy Whiteaker
Austin, TX 78759
United States

Amy Whitetree
Spring, TX 77373
United States

John Whitford
Missouri City, TX 77459-4302
United States

Christina Whitmire
TX 78258-2594
United States

Cynthia Wicklund
Houston, TX 77098
United States

Bill Wiebe
San Antonio, TX 78233
United States

Paula Wiegmann
Colleyville, TX 76034
United States

Jennifer Wilbanks
New York, NY 10116
United States

Laura Wilder
Garland, TX 75043-3431
United States

Brad Wiley
Lewisville, TX 75067
United States

Heather Wilhelm
San Antonio, TX 78232
United States

Rebecca Wilko-Grier
San Antonio, TX 78216
United States

Kelly Willcut
TX 77563-0912
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
John Williams
Rusk, TX 75785
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Teresa Williams
Hurst, TX 76053
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Barbara Williams
Farmersville, TX 75442
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Donovan Williams
Katy, TX 77449
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Laura Williams
Irving, TX 75039
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Terrie Williams
Vidor, TX 77662-6311
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Corey Williams
Little Elm, TX 75068
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Norman Williams
Austin, TX 78748
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Janet Williams
Austin, TX 78756
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Joshua williamson
Richardson, TX 75080
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Milanie Willie
Center, TX 75935
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Chandra Willis
Humble, TX 77338
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Martha Wilson
Bryan, TX 77802
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Irina Wilson
TX 78201
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ann Wilson
Garland, TX 75043-3554
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jane Wilson
San Antonio, TX 78250
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
P Wilson
San Angelo, TX 76903
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ariel Wilson
Keller, TX 76244
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Martin Wimmer
Sugar Land, TX 77498-2402
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Chloe Wimpress
Dallas, TX 75207
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Allison Wincott
TX 77024-4905
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Thomas Windberg
Spicewood, TX 78669
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Dallas Windham
Dallas, TX 75243-8273
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Natasha Winn
Copperas Cove, TX 76522
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Lauri Wiss
Campbell, TX 75422
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Frank Wissler
Spring Branch, TX 78070
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mary Wood
Georgetown, TX 78626
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Marge Wood
Austin, TX 78748-5215
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Joseph Wood
Austin, TX 78729
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
John Wood
TX 78374-3028
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Stephanie Wood
Dallas, TX 75214
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jessica Woods
Dallas, TX 75201
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
stacie wooley
Cypress, TX 77433
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
stacie wooley
UX GL6 0HH
United Kingdom

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ursula Woolls
TX GL6 0HH
United Kingdom

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Michael Wortham
TX 77062-2063
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Paula Wyche
Fort Worth, TX 76132-1635
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sheri Wyles
Garland, TX 75041
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Brent Wyrick
Coppell, TX 75019
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Karen Yanez
TX 77494-2392
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Ricky Yates
TX 75501-2910
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Jessica Yates
Denton, TX 76210
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
John Yeaman
Austin, TX 78717-5200
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Chad Yokum
Dimmitt, TX 79027
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mike Young
Fort Worth, TX 76123-1828
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
John Young
San Benito, TX 78586
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Natalie Youngberg
Spring, TX 77373
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Cat Yuracka
San Marcos, TX 78666
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Joe Zaher
Austin, TX 78723
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sayed Zaidi
Houston, TX 77084
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Teddy Zaring
Quinlan, TX 75474
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sayed Zaidi
Houston, TX 77084
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Paul Zook
Cedar Park, TX 78613-2149
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Muneerah
Zephyr, TX 76890
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Bernie Zelazny
Alpine, TX 79831-0523
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mary Zientek
Houston, TX 77084
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Daniel Zinck
Dallas, TX 75204
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Benjamin Zink
Austin, TX 78751
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Airmi Zolina
Midlothian, TX 76065
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Mary Zientek
Houston, TX 77084
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Sayed Zaidi
Houston, TX 77084
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Paul Zook
Cedar Park, TX 78613-2149
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.
Muneerah
Zephyr, TX 76890
United States
Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Charlie
Dallas, TX 75205
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jule
Austin, TX 78751
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Isabella
Harlingen, TX 78552
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Zac
Austin, TX 78754-5023
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

KristiiLeAnn
Mineola, TX 75773
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Oren
Dallas, TX 75235
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Conradgonzalez
Humble, TX 77346
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Pamela
Fort Worth, TX 76106
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

sylvia
Plano, TX 75093
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

kb
Smithville, TX 78957
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Fort Worth, TX 76116
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Alex
Spring, TX 77382
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Dugfinn
Houston, TX 77088
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Martin
Lubbock, TX 79423
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Chelsey
Houston, TX 77082
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Kansas City, MO 64152
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Jon
The Colony, TX 75056
United States

Vote against granting for-profit prison phone company Securus a contract that would substitute visiting hours for expensive corporate-sponsored video calls.

Texas, USA